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Large Crowds of Spectators
Attend Annually How
One Should Go.

Albuquerque Was Arrested' By
Sheriff Armljo at Bluewater for
Alleged Crime,

Special to the New Mexican.
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 8. Pedro
Alarid, twenty years of ,age, a son of
Ricardo Alarid, of Santa Fe, was
brought to this city this morning from
Bluewater and lodged in jail, to await
preliminary hearing on a charge of
being implicated in the murder of Pedro Mirabal, which took place in Old
Albuquerque on the night of July 4th.
Sheriff Armljo made a trip to Santa
Fe a few days ago to look up a woman supposed to know something of
the affair, and Alarld's arrest was the
result of that trip. The woman is
now in this city under police surveillance.
When the father of the young suspect learned that his son was Wanted,
he telegraphed to the boy to come
here and give himself up. The boy
did not receive the message and the
deputy sheriff went to Bluewater, and
after securing Alarid, returned here
this morning.
Sheriff Armljo refused to state his
reasons for believing Alarid was connected with the murder. But he stat
ed that the evidence was sufficient
to hold the boy to the grand jury. It
Is known that Alarid waa a lover of
the woman over whom Mirabal was
killed. Owing to the absence of Prosecuting Attorney Clancy the preliminary hearing was postponed until 2
o'clock Friday afternoon.
Attorney
Elfego Baca was retained by the father of young Alarid, who came here
today, to look after his son's case.
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"THE GOLD COIN"
A PRODUCER NOT

SHOT

Known Property in Golden
Mining District Again to the
Front.
Special to the New Mexican,
San Pedro, N. M., Aug. 8. Ten
hundred and some odd dollars from
seventeen hundred pounds of selected
ore, and six hundred dollars from
nine tons of lower grade ore, Is the
result of mill runs, just completed, of
ore from the Gold Coin mine. Above
sixteen hundred dollars from less
than ten tons of ore is very gratifying
to the owners and to the superintendent in charge of the work.
The Gold Coin mine lies at the head
of San Lazarus gulch, near San Pedro,
adjoining the Gold Standard mine, and
gives promise of being a gold produ
cer equal to the sanguine expectations
held by the fornior owners of that not
The gold Is remarkably
ed property.
free and Is mostly caught In the
Huntington mill, rather than on the
plates and Is very coarse.
What would count as approximately
200 feet of work has been done on the
claim, Including a twenty-foo- t
shaft;
the shaft, however, does not prospect
as well as other parts of the work
ings. An open cut was started on the
vein, which, It was supposed, would
soon change Itself to a tunnel, but the
vein proved so rich that everything
was stoped out to the open above,
leaving the cut about thirty feet deep
at the breast and sixty feet Into the
hill. Future work may be done in the
same manner, or may he all under
cover. This will be governed by the
values, but if what Is hereafter en
countered Is as rich as that already
taken Out, it is a nafe conjecture that
sloping will be carried up to grass
roots.
The vein is from one inch to three
inches wide and has good values wher
ever exposed, It is widening some
what as it goes Into the hill and shows
no Indication
of splitting
up into
stringers, so that there are no side is
sues to distract attention, the thing
to do being to follow the well defined
Well
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Of Russia Despite
Improved Condition Since Strike

to the GOth Congress on the
Republican ticket, Uncle Joe Cannon
is watching the progress ot the campaign In New Mexico and Arizona
keenly and constantly. The veteran
stateman is greatly interested and 13
doing what ho can In aid of the proposition. Should the enabling act be
rejected by the people ol the two Ter- TERRORISTS ROBPEOPLEPAY
ritories November 6th next, Speaker
Cannon does not believe that, either
Territory well get Into the Union as
Government's New Law
a statr during the next twenty-livyears,
Emperor May Abdicate
A recent letter from him to Delegate
Throne.
W, H. Andrews is In point nnd the
New
publishes it herewith
that the people may rend, heed and
St. Petersburg, Aug. 8. Notwith
know.
standing the Improvement in the sit"Dear Mr. Andrews:
of the
"I congratulate you and the people uation produced by the collapse
Nevoe Vremya today anthe
strike
In
New
the
of
you represent
that it is still the intention of
Mexico, and those In Arizona as welll nounces
Duke
on the most liberal legislation for '.he Emperor to place. Grand
In immediate
statehood ever enacted hy any Con Nicholas Nicholalevitch
of the whole army, concengress for those appealing for an en-- ' command
the authority over all
direct
trating
abllng act to form a state government. The bill passed by this Con- the troops, in his hands. The paper
not make the
will
gress, enabling Oklahoma and Indian adds that this
Dulce dictator as all administra
Grand
Ariform
one
to
state, and
Territory
will remain In the
zona and New Mexico to form another tive functions
minister of war, M.
state, provides as to Arizona and New hands of the
unMexico a grant, of land amounting to Rudiger. The minister of war, Is
to have protested vigorously
2,400,000 acres, and an appropriation derstood
of $5,000,000 for the new state. If, against the step but probably will re
under this enabling act, Arizona and main in office.
New Mexico should be admitted. It dis- Terrorists Continue to Rob While Peo
ple Pay.
poses of all our territories in what is
Warsaw, Aug. 8. The Terrorists
called the United States, proper.
are continually attacking and robbing
"Many people of the great states-gr- eat
spirit
In population and otherwise ob- the postoffices, government
The
ject to statehood both as to New shops, treasuries ana malls.
Mexico and Arizona, either a3 two governor general has ordered hence
states or as one state. Kstatehood forth that the inhabitants of communis accepted I believe the "new state ities in or near which such crimes ocwill work out its own salvalioa' or cur shall pay the losses resulting from
its citizens, with comparative safety such robberies.
To Secure Emperor's Approval of
to the thickly populated states. In
Cabinet Members.
my judgment, if statehood fails for
St. Petersburg,
8. Premier
Aug.
Arizona and New Mexico, under the
has
to
Peterhof
to seStolypin
gone
represent enabling act, they would
main as territories for the next quar- cure the Emperor's approval to the
appointments of Prince Vassllchlkoft
ter of a century."
as minister of agriculture, M. Fllosso- foff, as minister of commerce, and M.
Iswolsky, as procurator general of the
"WOMAN IN
Holy Synod.
Reported That Czar Will Abdicate
Throne.
Vienna, Aug. 8. It is rumored that
it is the Russian Czar's Intention to
OF WRECKED
abdicate. The circulation of this report is ascribed to the reactlonarv
councillors who are violently oddos- ing P.emler Stolypin's reform scheme
which the Czar supports.
The varn
adds that the Czar will appoint Grand
Dukes Vladimir and Nicholas Nicholalevitch,
Bomb In Depot Kills One and
Wounds
e

New York, Aug. 8. Further details
Probate Judge John T. Huguts of
What is generally conceded to be
of the killing of the five Japanese
fanroost
Apache County, Arizona, whose home
and
weirdest
the strangest,
Is at St. Johns the county seat, was
poachers In Pribiloff Islands are contastic o all the Indian dances in the
tained in a dispatch to the Herald
in town yesterday and attended to persouthwest is the snake event of the
dated Dutch Harbor, Alaska, July 26,
sonal business and called' on friends.
Mokis which takes place annually at
which
via
In
7th,
addition to being Probate Judge of
Alaska,
August
Seward,
reserthe
in
their
several of
villages
the county, the position of district
says:
vation in Arizona. Live rattlesnakes
court clerk is also held by him and re"Five Japanese were shot and killed
play a prominent part in this savage
on the Island of St. Paul, off the Priliable information from his county is
a
to
be
is
which
supposed
ceremony
biloff group, by the order of Agent
that he performs the duties of both
nine
for
continues
prayer for rain. It
and
offices satisfactorily, efficiently
Lempke, of the Department of Comdays and the last day Is given over
merce and Labor, July 17th, as the
honestly.
to a public performance, although it
result of a raid by four Japanese
Judge Hogue Is an old timer in AriIs stated no objections are raised to
zona and in New Mexico.
The writer
schooners on the seal rockeries. The
an earlier visit. The Moki snake
In this city twenty-eigh- t
cutter
him
knew
reached
McCulloch
revenue
first
dances have become widely known
here today from St. Paul with twelve
years ago when he was general agent
and every year larger numbers of
ot the United States mail and stage
two seriously wounded, who
prisoners,
some
of
In
are
'attendance,
spectators
lines running between Santa Fe, Alwere turned over to Deputy Marshal
them coming great distances simply to
and Prescott and owned by
Harmon.
buquerque
witness this reminder of Paganism.
A. Walsch, then a mail conJames
200 Seals, Many of
Over
Slaughtered
The ancient province of Tusayan,
tractor of considerable influence and
Them Cows.
the present Moki reservation, covers
reputation in the southwest. The line
"The Japanese,
when discovered
an expanse of four thousand acres MRS. M'BRIDE GETS
was over 500 miles in length and was
200 seals,
had
than
more
slaughtered
two
and is Inhabited by upwards of
an important factor in the business life
esof
who
them
and
those
cows,
many
PARTIAL
DIVORCE
thousand Indians. There are seven
of the section through which it ran.
caped carried away about 120 skins.
villages on this tract, the largest of
With the advent, of tho Santa Fe railThe
raiders
to
refused
and
surrender
which is the pueblo of Oraibl. At From Major MacBride in French Court
way system, the stage lines naturally
Agent Lempke ordered the native
Given Custody of Her
Oralbi Is where the most interesting
disappeared. Judge Hogue settled in
to
on
fire
them.
prisonguard
Many
Child.
ceremonies are held, although the
St, Johns, which place he has made his
ers were taken but most of them
snake dance is also given at Sbungo-pav- i
residence ever since. He has done
to
were
allowed
return
to
as
vessels
Paris, Aug. 8. The civil tribunal
and Shipaulovi, and about the
well and is a man of influence and
same time the flute dance takes place of the Seine today confirmed its de- the guard was insufficient to control lead.
hinli standing. He is a Republican in
so
Is
The
many.
owned
property
principally
cree
Mrs.
Maude
Conne
at Wolpi and Mishongnovi, two other
granting
politics and strongly favors joint stateknown as the Irish Joan of News of Killing Sent to Japan With- by William Schoen and Sherman hood. He Is a member of the Repubvillages of the MokiB. This flute cereout
of
Brown,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, lican Territorial Central Committee
Apology.
mony is quite pretentious and is con- Arc, a judicial separation from Major
Washington, D. C, Aug. 8. Acting though it is held in part by Messrs. and
sidered by many to be fully as inter- MacBride but the tribunal refused her
attended the sessions of that comof State Bacon has sent
Brooks, Otero and Strickler, of Albu- mittee lost
esting and as impressive as the snake absolute divorce on the ground of her Secretary
Saturday at Phoenix at
Wright at Toklo, the
querque, the Albuquerque parties hav which action was taken
Irish nationality. Mrs. MacBride was
dance.
by the comof
the
leased
their
received
the
undivided
of
ing
dispatch
by
portion
awarded the custody of her child.
Dance This Year Between August
mittee to join with the Democratic Cenof
the
Commerce and Labor
claim to Messrs. Schoen and tral Committee in the
Department
15th and 20th.
organization of
from Solicitor Sims, at Sitka, Alaska, Brown.
The local manager is N. J. an
The Moki snake dance will be held
t
statehood committee in
regarding the killing of Japanese Strumqulst, of San Pedro, who has the sister Territory. There was a good
this month between the in Hi and 20th. 11,
AND
fishermen on St. Paul Island. There had complete charge of all the work
The snako priest has full charge of
deal more of a fight in the committee
i'is no intention of offering an apology ever done on the claim, which, howthe program. He arranges all ol the
statehood
than the Phoenix
as the State Department regards the ever, does not carry back beyond the
details, even to selecting the dates.
have told about, or made it
papers
fishermen as poachers if
were past .three moifc; A little store appear. Indeed out of B0 members,
The Oraibi are 'ess conservative than
SAILORS MUTINY within the three mile limitthey
and'.' the than two months ago u first mill run 18 were for
the denizens of the other villages and
joint statehood and prodlspatcJ-from Sims emphasizes bhis was made on ore fronj the claim, the tested
for that reason their pueblo proves a
vigorously against the action
fact.
result of which was not made public, taken. This news Is good for the
greater attraction to tourists during
but a continuation of the work would friends of
the unique celebrations of the tribe.
joint statehood as it shows
go to indicate it was satisfactory,
Tho Indians of the other villages are
SHERIFF TOOK
that the sentiment for It is stronger
B. A. Staatz, the well known minRaid to be friendly enough,, but they
statehood leaders
the
BALLOT BOXES ing engineer and metallurgist, repre- than
hold themselves
more aloof while
and newspapers of the sister territory
senting the Albuquerque owners, had would confess.
their ceremonial dances are In proMany.
In Denver From Election Commissiocharge of both mill runs, which were
gress.
Sosnowice, Russian Poland. An. 8
Judge Hogue is of the opinion that
nersJudge Refused to Grant Res
made in the Huntington mill of the the eastern counties, especially the
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa
A bomb was thrown
POOR
BILL
today into a
training Writ.
Fe Railway main line runs to within
Sunny Slope Mining Company, a short northeastern counties of Arizona will
crowded waiting room at a rallwsv
distance down the gulch from the give decided majorities
seventy miles of Mokiland. The interstation.
for joint
One man wasr kiii
CtlUU.
Denver, Colorado, Aug. 8. Justice Gold Coin.
vening distance must be traveled over- SOLO UNIFORMS FOR BEER
the
statehood and thst throughout
wounded.
many
A frightful panic enW.
George
Bailey of the State Suland either on horseback or In vehiJ. W. Templeton Is experimenting
Full
Account
of
,
orchard-istsRobbery sued, resulting In the Injury of many
the farmers, the
preme Court today refused a writ with a new gold saver, also in the territory
cles. The trip usually requires two
oiher persons. The bomb thrower
the cattle growers, the sheep
Behind--- " Wild Cat"
Left
the
Denver
bj:
sought
City
Tramway
is
San Lazarus gulch.
Mr. Templeton raisers, the subordinate railroad emdays and
through a rather deolate Five Placed in Double Irons
escaped.
Gas
Denver
and
ComElectric
and
looking country but in spite of the
Schemes.
operated In mining near Dolores, sev- ployes and other citizens will vote for
Strike is Over in Moscow.
panies to stay proceedings in the fran- enteen years ago and claims to
Aboard Lancaster-Twel- ve
primitive means of transportation the
be joint statehood in such a manner as
Moscow, Aug. 8. The strike here is
chise election contest in the Denver
tourist is amply repaid for any inconthe
of the dry washer will astound the opposition. These
virtually ended.
Under Arrest.
Sheriff Alexander whichoriginator
County Court.
venience that may be endured. It is
Chicago, Aug. 8. The Tribune to
is in common use in this locali- men do not talk much, but on elecPlans to Settle Agragrian Question.
Nlsbet, thereupon peaceably took pos- ty. The machine he now
no hardship at all for persons who are
day
says:
has with tion day they will act. The vest pock
St.
Aug. 8. The real In
session
of
the
ballot
boxes
which
the
more
affairs
'A
state
of
accustomed to "roughing it." The
startling tentionPetersburg,
him is of twenty tous capacity, may et vote that will favor
Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. 8. It beof the government
statehood,
when It
joint
election
commission
had
refused
city
roads and trails lead across the fa- came known today that five marines
and shocking than had been hinted
be worked either by hand or power,
Judge Hogue believes, will be much previously in connection with the dissolved the lower house of parliamous Painted Desert, passing at inter- are In double Irons on board of the to surrender last lught, on the order either wet or
ment as revealed by a member of the
dry, though preferably greater than expected and while he
of County Judge Ben Lindsey and the
vals hogans of the Navajoes. Snowof the Milwaukee Avenue
at the
with a small amount of water. A cen- cannot
ship Lancaster,
recruiting
cabinet to the Associated Press shows
that it will be successful, collapse
in the county
was
say
resumed
hearing
in
west
mountains
was
the
and
revealed
rise
last
Bank
State
night that Premier
capped
trifugal motion is used In saving the he feels that it will make a much
League Island Navy Yard, and ten court.
Stolyuin at least intends
o account of the altitude, heat during
when it became plain that through to
sailors are under arrest as the result
gold. It appears to be a success.
is
than
pursue and hold an affirmative polbetter
to
held
by
it
the
showing
anticipated
contrary
Judge
Bailey
O.
the day even in the summer time, is
Paul
President
forgery
in
which
The Gold Bullion Company, near the opposition. Even in Maricopa,
of a mutiny Monday night
icy, amounting Virtually toadetermln-atiopractice of the Supreme Court for a
never oppressive. The Santa Fe route two mutineers
Stensland had plundered his own bank
were badly injured.
onVhe part of the administrasingle judge during a vacation of court Golden, is not running its big placer Yavapai and other counties, which are
has made special rates from various Sold
of
a
through
period
Uniforms for Money to Buy Beer. to issue a writ of prohibition or any plant at this time. This Is a new now supposed to be strongholds of systematically
tion to sictle the agragrian question
on
for
aii
its
in
system
"desiring
' points
years. There has been discovered
A boating party went to Gloucester
according to Its own lights and irres
restraining order except to preserve machine, the first of its kind, and, as the opposition, a much greater favor- President Stensland's own
to attend the coming festivities of the
safety de pective of parliament and then go the
is alleged they sold their the status of property or property was anticipated, some minor changes able vote than is
it
where,
the
expected by
Mokls and arranged for transportation
de
series
of
memoranda
a
box
obposit
have to be made and are now under
uniforms. With the money thus
country upon this Issue.
will be polled.
right
overland to the villages from Canyon
how the bank was looted. The
beer was purchased and smug
The government expects to rally not
has not been to Santa tailing
Judge LIndRey sentenced to Jail way. The work already done has
Judge
Hogue
Diablo, Holbrook and Winslow. Those tained,into
amount taken from the savings of 22,- only all the landed
camp.- A score of men be- George N. Ordway, election commis shown better results than was expect- Fe for many years and he is
gled
interests, but the
pleased
wishing to remain at tho pueblos came
intoxicated and attempted to sioner, Henry N. Dohertv, president of ed and as soon as possible the com- with the progress that has been made 000 poor persons, as set down in Stens mass of tne peasantry by its side by
schedule
excursion
than
the
longer
land's handwriting Is $1,003,000. The actually giving the latter some relief
A fight ensued during the Gas and Electric
Company, Fred pany will commence operations with and with the general appearance of
will be privileged to do so. All visitors leave the yard.
went to support Stensland's instead of holding out hopes of a more
two shifts. A complete electric
before
fired
were
shots
several
which
A.
the
chairman
former
of
town.
He remembers this city money
light the
must provide themselves with campWilliams,
estate
real
speculations and his fine advantageous settlement In the Indewere
subdued.
will
mutineers
the
be
installed
plant
for
night work. very pleasantly as he has many good
Republican County Committee, and J.
ing outfits as well as provisions, a:;
household in Irving Park. According finite future, which has been the stock
William Loflnck has a small force friends here and
Cook, Jr., a real estate dealer, for conthere are no permanent accomodations
spent
many
pleasant to the
police some of it also went in trade of many reformers. Politicat any of the settlements except pro- WOMEN CHAMBER- tempt In refusing to testify In the elec- or men opening up some mining days here in the halcyon daya of yore,
for luxuries for a certain ally this movement may prove very
latterly
In
claims
South
the
rentMountains.
contest.
be
few
a
tion
rooms
while engaged with the Walsch stage
that may
bably
MAIDS AT JAIL
woman, or women friends of Stens strong.
A. N. Harp made a mill run last lines. Santa Fe was then
ed from 'the Indians.
the center land.
It was Intimated that when the That there is continued preparation
week of ore from the Sunny SIODe of this
Visitors Must Secure Permits to
great section and gave every
and Francisquita IOWA DEMOCRATS
Salazar
Miguela
(San Lazarus) mine, upon a portion of body who came within its gates a bank president fled he was accompa among the revolutionists for an armed
Enter Reservation.
nied by a divorced woman, who is still uprising In the south is believed to be
Trujlllo Sentenced By Justice of
PLEDGED TO BRYAN which he has a lease.
Visitors are not allowed to go on
goodjtime" and a visit to the city al- with him."
Indicated by the interception by the
Garcia.
Peace
the reservation without a permit from
ways left pleasant memories.
"Wild Cat" Speculation to Be Dis- police of shipments of arms and amthe superintendent or acting agents,
Iowa, Aug. 8. The Dem- SEVENTY BODIES
the
Should
Waterloo,
statehood
joint
question
munition, Including rifles and sabers
closed.
Miguela P. de Salazar and Francis- ocratic state convention
but this will be granted readily for
yesterday
the Judge hopes to again visit
at Poltava and Odessa.
8. "Wild Cat" finan
the latter being the
Aug.
Chicago,
IN WRECKED SHIP carry,
nominated a full state ticket, with
the asking to any reputable citizen. quita Trujillo,
the Capital which he says ought to be
woman who was recently shot by
Dispatches received here from
O. Stensland in his
Paul
ciering
by
Claud R. Porter of Appanoose County
These permits can be obtained by writof the new state and to take part in
announce that another perpetGonzales during a
Manuel
Park
will
he
dis
Irving
Diver
After Salvage Saw Ghastly the deliberations and the work of the
ing to T. G, Lemmon, care of Mok! scuffle in front of the Cafe Delmonico, for governor, adopted a platform and
ual peace has been arranged between
was
soon
it
as
closed,
predicted today,
Sight in Hull of Sirio $25,000
Indian School, Ream's Canon, Arizona,
constitutional convention which is to
were arraigned this morning In the adjourned.
as J. E. Fetzer, the receiver of the the Tartars and Armenians at Shusha
for Relief of Sufferers.
The platform favors a tariff for revand if the time is short can be sent
frame a constitution for greater Ari
but advices from TIflls show thatthe
court of Justice of the Peace Jose Ma.
Cartagena, Spain, Aug. 8. A diver zona. Judge Hogue while In Albu Milwaukee Avenue Bank, checks up on situation is critical. A
enue only, the election of United
in care of the station agents at Candeputation of
on a charge of drunkenness
Garcia
the
and
in
notes
mortgages
the
of
by
the
given
wrecked
salvage
States Senators by direct vote of the assisting
yon Diablo, Holbrook or Winslow.
querque and here met many leading hundreds of Investors
Tartars called upon the viceroy of
conduct. They were
and
steamer
disorderly
onto
who
Sirio
sevensays that he saw
hung
and demands the enactment of
The Santa Fe Railway's passenger
citizens and friends and he learned
TIflls and coolly demanded the reeach fined $5 and costs, and as neith- people
such legislation as will effectually de- ty bodies in the interior of the vessel. thatthe people of New Mexico proper a "bubble," let loose by the missing moval of General Goltchkofakoff, who
department has Issued a very Inter- er had the money to pay
were
bank president. It has been learned
they
Subscriptions for the relief of the des- will favor
stroy all trusts.
interfered with the Russian troops In
esting circular descriptive of the Moki sentenced to ten
joint statehood and will In that loans have been
days in jail doing
made on houses the settlement of this Interracial
The platform expresses sympathy titute survivors amount to $25,000.
snake ' dances and giving the rates
on
an
sist
fair
quareffective
and
chambermaid work.
to
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their rel.
with the purposes of national labor
constitution for the new common
per day over the several wagon routes
The Salazar and Trujlllo women
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Today
as set forth in recent
to Mokiland. Passenger Agent F. W.
The governor of the province has
wealth. He also said that with but
were arrested yesterday afternoon by organizations, Samuel
CROPS NEAR BLUEWATER. one
depositors continued to crowd around asked for $150,000 to relieve the ImJohn
addresses by
Prince will personally conduct a party
Gompers,
the
territorial
exception,
namely,
were
S.
Officer Romulo
the bank and the police were on
Lopez. They
Bluewater, N. M., Aug. 8. A ters
'from Canyon Diablo. The circular
and others, calling on lamediate needs of the starving people
district attorney, every official of
not only gloriously jagged but were Mitchell,
bor to assert its rights at the ballot rific hall storm which lasted half an Apache County, favors joint statehood hand to repress any tendency towards of Shusha and Sangesur.
the following general informaand
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hour
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disorder.
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language
havoc
with the and that he
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box.
tion which will be of interest to pros- fully believes his countv
had made several uncouth remarks
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ground,
State Bank
Iowa Democrats for the Presidency
"Wear
to nis Arizona home with the Uuicago, Ills., Aug.
shoes; smoked tent of the fine
erable of the grain was beaten out by nignt
assessed, and after im- In 1908.
will afford
that within six or eight months, Examiner Jones announced today that
spectacles or
hope
Cal., Aug. 8. Mrs. Emma
posing the sentence Informed them
the
heavy hail stones. The fields he would be a citizen of "Greater he had unearthed conclusive evidence LeStockton,
The ticket nominated follows:
protection from the sun; hats should that
Doux was sentenced yesterday to
would not be dealt with as
look as Jf they had been struck
they
tnat
President
Stensland
of
a
Milwaukee
by
straw
Governor
be of
Claud R, Porter, Appa
and have a broad brim;
Arizona."
leniently if brought before him again noose
Avenue Bank had been guilty of high be hanged October J9, next, on her
"
cyclone. Hall was piled up to a depth
County.
outing suits of light colors are pre- for misbehavior.
conviction of the murder of Albert H.
of
six
in
inches
ly criminal acts in conducting the busplaces.
Lieutenant Governor John D. Den- ferable; avoid dark colored clothing
STANDARD
iness
of the bank. Jones confirmed McVicar a miner with whom she had
OIL
which catches all the dust; carry along
The New Mexican Printing Com- Ison, Jr., Dubuque County.
the statement that frauds to the been living as man and wife. The conLIVE
INDIAN'S
MeSTOCK
8.
a waterproof wrap for emergencies
of
State
John
Secretary
AGAIN INDICTED amount of over a million dollars
victed woman heard her sentence with
pany Is prepared to All promptly and
were
ATE FARMER'S CROP8.
the underclothing should be of modGuthrie County.
calmness. The case will be appealed.
satisfactorily all orders for engraved Luen,
unearthed.
Detectives
were
to
sent
A suit was filed yesterday in the By Federal Grand
Auditor C. E. Munroe, Mahaskie
erate weight.
Jury at Chicago
visiting cards, marriage announceIn
of
W.
Michigan
today
pursuit
Henry
district court of Valencia County by
"A few staple medicines will be
HEAVY WASHOUTS ON
gnargea With Receiving Rebate
ments, Invitations and all work of ttat County.
Hering, the fugitive cashier. Jones
Treasurer L. F. Danforth, Calhoun Eugene A. Carr asking for damages to
on Storage Charges.
RAILROADS IN OKLAHOMA.
handy in case of sickness. Indian kind. Prices as low as compatible
said today he had no direct proof
the extent of $400 from a Navajo Inchildren love candy; provide yourself with good work. Call at the New County. ".
Chicago, Ills., Aug. 8. The Federal
for
whom
swore
out
he
against
Hering
with a supply. Bring your camera, Mexican office and examine sample.)
Oklahoma City, Okla,, Aug. 8.
Superintendent of Public Instruc- dian named Coho. The complaint re- Grand Jury this afternoon returned the warrant
yesterday.
cites that sheep and goats owned by an indictment against the Standard
but protect its contents from the In- and prices.
tion W. S. Wilson, Wilson County.
Heavy washouts are reported on the
tense light of the Arizona sunshine
L, the defendant have trespassed upon Oil Company, charging It with havlne
Rock Island Santa Fe and Missouri,
Judges of Supreme Court-HA "want ad" in the New Mexican Kansas and Texas railroads and all
"Outfitting can foe ddfie at any of en route, Indian curios and small sup- Tisher, of Scott County, and E. M. the property of the plaintiff and de- illegally received a railroad rebate an
trains entering this city are delayed.
the stations named. At trading posts plies may be bought."
brings sure results.
storage charges.
stroyed crops growing thereon.
Carr, of Delaware County.
Mac-Brid-
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Entered as Second Class Matter
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION. ..
$ .25
per week, by carrier
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per month, by carrier
75
per month, by mail
7.50
one year, hy mall

Daily,
Daily,
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Ddily,
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RAILROADS
COMING TO WESTERN NEW MEXICO.
New Mexico, if it remains under that
name, or greater Arizona, if joint statehood should carry, has a great future
ahead. There are plans now maturing

Postuftlce,

Dally, sh mom lis. hy mull
Dally, three month, by mail
Weekly, per year
Weekly, sly month
Weekly, per quarter

tions. Under the new naturalization
laws passed by the Jiflth Congress, the
harm done to the political Institutions
of the country by these swarms has
been greatly curtailed and It Is hoped
minimized to a considerable degree.

4.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
.75

which within the next

three

years

will cover the western portion of the
with
" oads and will
Territory

The New Mexican is the oldest, ne wspaper In New Mexico. It Is sent to
h
an.l growing circulation
every potofflce In the Terrify "" "
among the Intelligent and progressive peopie ni me .'Southwest.

wp

bring into the Territory surely one
more east and west line and probably
two. The great coal deposits of New
Mexico and the gigantic mountains of
Iron ore now found to be located
rjNloi.JtABE
within Its borders are attracting tho
with brain,
attention of capitalists
energy and ample resources to develop them and bring them into the
THE STATEHOOD SITUATION IM- of customs, the I'nitod States mar- industrial uses for which nature has
of
the
the
and
receiver
shal,
register
PROVING.
it hem.
Within the next five
nt. Phoenix, destined
All that glitters Is not gold and all I'nitod oiatos Land Office
.Mexico will show more
New
years
of the postmasters
and
about
deis
statehood
that
the talk
joint
and progress and more material growth
feated in Arizona is not true. Indeed are opposed to joint statehood
than It did in the fifteen years from
toe
nail
and
tooth
are
against
working
it is becoming more and more appar1885 ;o 1900, with the
from
period
a
is
free
measure.
This
the
country
ent that a good deal of it is wind and
to 1SS0 thrown In.
and every citizen is entitled to his opiwish
the
It
of
induced
is
some
by
that
nion on public questions and In polithat is father to the thought of desir- tics. In this
respect the New Mexican NOT ALL HARMONY AMONG OTEing the defeat of the measure.
RO COUNTY DEMOCRATS.
no criticism to make. A man's
has
Last week H. ,. Ramer, of Navajo
The Democrats of Otero County have
Influenced
not
be
should
judgment
County, Arizona, a well known and because he happens to hold a Federal put a county ticket in the field but all
prosperous cattle grower, with catlle office. On the other hand no Federal Is not harmony hy any moans among
and landed property In the Arizona official should be allowed to Interfere them. Despite their resolution concounty as well as in Mora County in unduly in political matters or to use demning the Eddy County Democrats
this Territory, where he of late has the influence and power of his office, for disfranchising the native citizens
the Democrats of Otero County place
made his home, informed the New and
every federal office generally has
a single native born citizen on
Mexican that he believed the
some influence and power, against the only
their ticket, all the other candidates
counties of the Territory wishes and the
good of the people and
from Texas. Tennessee or some
would go strongly in favor of the of the
party he belongs to. If the Ari- hailing
proposition and that there were many zona Federal officials do not use their where else in the fur Rust. In conseafter a long howl by
citizens who said nothing but who offices
improperly to unfairly In- quence,
would vote yea on election day. To- fluence voters in this question, well politicians, one of the candidates for
day, the New Mexican publishes an and good. If they do or even attempt jCounly commissioner has been per
interesting interview with Probate so to do, the sooner t'hey are hoisted suaded to give up his nomination and
In his place a native born citizen from
Judge John T. Hogue, one of the old- the better for the good of all conTulnro.su will he
named. However,
est and most influential citizens of cerned.
this sop will not convince the native
Apache County, and member of the
voters of Otero County that the DemRepublican Territorial Central Commit- PLENTY OF ROOM FOR YEARS TO
ocrats acted from any other motive
tee, who asserts boldly and without
COME.
than expediency.
blushes he is probably too old to
According lo the Capitan News, the
would
his
blushthat
county, Apache,
Carrizozo Flats in Lincoln County are
SANTA FE JULY WEATHER.
give a very satisfactory majority for being filed upon by farmers, who are
Not a single day without sunshine
joint statehood and that the other turning the range into prosperous
at. Santa Fe In July and withal at no
counties In that section namely, Gra- farms. It remarks;
"It is not Im- time
a maximum temperature within
do
would
Coconino
and
ham, Xavajo
probable that in tho coming years,
likewise. Judge Hogue also believes what is now a grassy plain, furnish- three degrees of ninety and with minithat many of the stock growers and ing sustenance to thousands of heads mum temperatures running below sixfarmers in tho valleys and canons of cattle, will be covered with pros- ty every night, the hottest month
here was more like May than midsumthroughout the territory will vote the perous farms." This seems to be the
same way. These men say but little, rule throughout New Mexico but It mer. A Philadelphia exchange, on
attend to their own business and favor does not necessarily mean the aban- the other hand, speaking of the weather in the Quaker City says: "July,
joint statehood. He has talked to donment of the sheep Industry or of
100(1, has passed into history with onis
of
them
he
he
believes
and
many
the raising of cattle, for Ohio without
.to Its credit. The
right in his statements. While the an acre of public range produces more ly two clear days
hope for carrying the proposition in wool and mutton per acre, better wool July rainfall exceeded the average by
the sister territory Is slight, neverthe- and mutton nt that, and at a greater about, five Inches and while the temless, it still exists and the chances for profit per acre, than does Now Mexico; perature readings seemed moderate
the maximums not exceeding 100 at
success are growing. Were there to
and the value of cattle per acre in
any time, yet owing to the great hube a six or eight months' campaign the state of New York is
fully three
of ninety and more per cent
In place of one of three months' du times the value of
cattle per acre in midity
the
heat
seemed insufferable." No
be
decidedchances
the
would
ration,
New Mexico.
Stockmen simply must
ly In favor of carrying joint statehood. adapt themselves to new conditions. wonder that the dispatches yesterday
t
As it is the
statehood men However, there need be no fear that told of deaths from heat., prostrations
in New York, in SI.
IahiIs, and in
have awakened and are at work. They the
range will disappear entirely in other population centers where the
are doing the best they can and a New Mexico.
Twenty to thirty mil- suffering in summer Is intense.
t
state- lion of acres of the
great surprise for the
Territory will never
hood men may come about. The people be
adapted to anything else but graz- THEY ARE LEARNING THE LESand voters when aroused In Ameriing of stock. Even in
EngSON.
can communities, every once In a
land, despite its crowded population
Forest, reserves and the forest rewhile do as they will and ithis may he and
thousettlement
there
are
serve policy are root yet popular in
the case with the voters of Arizona sandslong
upon thousands of acres good Grant, Lincoln and Otero Counties
in opposition to the great monied and for and used for
nothing else hut the judging by recent newspaper expresmining interests now waging a very grazing of sheep or cattle.
sions, and cattle raisers and sheep
effecmust
It
and
be
fierce,
said, very
t
growers cannot be blamed for comtive
statehood campaign. THE ONE DOLLAR
CONTRIBUover the restrictions that the
The New Mexican treats this matter
plaining
TIONS TO THE REPUBLICAN
establishment of the Gila and Lincoln
as fairly as can be done under the cirCAUSE.
reserves have placed upon them. But
cumstances.
It will not charge evil
in the country
Every
Republican
even stockmen and lumbermen will
and corrupt motives as behind the op- who has the
of
good the nation at heart
ponents to the measure and of course should send a dollar to Chairman sooner or later recognize that a forest reserve is as good a thing for them
it will not condone wrong doings if Sherman of the
Republican Congresthey are guilty of such, At the same sional campaign committee. There is as it is for other industries. Santa
Fe, San Miguel, Mora and Taos Countime It will give due notice to their much
money needed for legitimate ties were
acts and conduct. They are American
just as slow in learning
campaign expenses and every dollar
citizens and as well entitled to their so sent will go twards that end. Hard this lesson as are Grant, Lincoln and
opinions as others in this or In
work will be one of the necessities of Olero Counties, but they have learned
matter. Let there be a free, this campaign and it takes money to it, and would sooner sacrifice many
courageous and open fight; let the pay for hard work. A Republican of their other advantages rather than
proposition be presented fairly upon majority in the House of Representa- give up the Pecos forest reserve.
its merits by both sides; let there he tives of the 60th Congress means conThe Milwaukee Avenue State Bank
the best nominations for delegates to tinued prosperity and constant advance
the constitutional convention and then of the nation. President
Roosevelt in Chicago, a state institution, has
let the people decide.
was among the first to contribute his gone up the spout and depositors,
dollar; every Republican in the coun- mostly poor men and women, will lose
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE WOOL try should follow suit. In addition, probably a million dollars. This is a
ne New Mexican believes that were sad commentary on the administraGROWERS' ASSOCIATION.
The Sheep and Wool Growers' Con- the President to contribute more than tion of the laws of that great state.
vention to be held in Albuquerque a dollar, all of his own free will and Certainly, after its varied and long exIllinois
should
hava
during the week of the Territorial accord, the
campaign committee perience,
Fair, September 3
inclusive, is would not reject the contribution. passed laws and adopted measures
attracting a great deal of attention Here is a gentle hint to both Presi- which would make it Impossible for
throughout the Territory, particularly dent Roosevelt and Chairman Sher- scoundrelly bank officials to rob deamong the sheep and wool growers man.
positors and put them to groat losses.
This is New Mexico's great
The bank examiners of Illinois must
industry
THEY SHOULD COME TO NORTH- be a poor lot.
and when it is known that the
Sheep
ERN NEW MEXICO.
Sanitary Board has a list of 2,500
men In the sheep and wool business
The extreme heat in New York
The cement industry Is destined to
in Now Mexico, it Is no wonder that Monday was the cause of the death of become one of the most important
it is arousing considerable interest.
twenty people. It is bad enough that sources of wealth in New Mexico. CeThe Elks' opera house at Albuquer- the poor have to stay in Gotham dur- ment mill after cement mill will go
que has been secured for the entire ing the summer, but it is not, clear up and the start now made at, Ancho,
week so that the delegates will be why
who can gst at Acme and at other points in theTer-ritorpeople,
will bear fruit a thousand fold.
assured of a good convenient hall away do not. For instance, here is
The leasing and control of the
northern New Mexico, "The Summer The immense' beds of gypsum nnd
public
domain will be the principal
Resort" of the North American conti- lime, the cheapness of fuel and labor
and the
to receive attention at this subject nent, where a month's
sojourn in the cement rapidly growing demand for
convenfor irrigation and structural
tion so that the matter can be
placed mountainous regions and In the towns
intelligently before Congress at its adjacent to them, would bring renewed work gives a home market that will
take several score of cement mills nnd
short session.
health, great vigor and much virility
The New Mexican believes in view to the persons who would come to the the labor of 10,000 workmen to supply.
of the above that
every man engaged Sunshine Territory and take this
in the industry or connected
with It as short vacation. This could be done
With anthracite coal selling
a dealer in wool, should attend
the at a very reasonable expense of time at. Sfl,25 a ton and bituminous locally
coal
convention and become a member of and money; yet, people who could af'he association. In union there is ford to go away and benefit them- at $0.0(1 n ton, it does seem
as
if the
Fe
Santa
Central
strength and influence. Sheep raising selves bodily, mentally and morally by
nnd
the New
Companv
and wool growing In the Sunshine
a sojourn in New Mexico's mountain Railway
Mexico
Fuel
Iron Company
and
Territory are so important and so and health resorts will stay at home are
neglecting a good thing in not
and swelter, bear the greatest, inconprofitable that everything
possible
working the Hagan coal mines and
should be done, not
only by those di- veniences and hardships In order to bringing the product, into Santa Fe
rectly interested, but by the people be "in New York," or some other large or shipping it to
surrounding points.
and the legislature, to accord them
the town.
fullest protection and
security. A
Michigan Democrats are proud of
well directed,
SLOWLY IMPROVING.
thoroughly organized
one thing. They fire now in the front
and numerous association will be
At times there is something wrong ranks of the
Bryan shonters. They
lound a great factor in
bringing about with figures. During the year ending did not. bring him out as a candidate
this result.
June 30, ifiOfi, the number of immi- for the
Presidency in 1908 first, but
grants from European countries into claim all the credit, nevertheless. They
WHAT IS
the United States amounted to
SAUCEFOR
are very welcome to it. Michigan will
ONE
SHOULD BE SAUCE FOR
"Why they could not make it an go Republican this year and in 1908.
THE
even
the
statisticians
936,000
do not They will have their labors for their
OTHER.
The Republican Territorial
Central explain. But in all truth and sober- pains.
Committee of Arizona bv a vote of 35 ness the 935,915 are more than
to 15 Saturday
last, declined to pass enough for one year. Nevertheless,
There are .indications that Alamn-gorda resolution
endorsing the administra-jio- this great immigration is neither an
will after all have a large saniof Roosevelt. Yet, no
dispatch unmixed blessing nor an unmixed evil. tarium before the Fraternal Sanitarihas been received from
Sagamore Hill It is gratifying to note that under the um
that the President has tendered his better administration of the Immigra- its at Las Vegas Hot Springs opens
doors. But sooner or later the
resignation. Quite the reverse. It is tion laws, the immigrants are of bet sanitarium
Industry of New Mexico
more than likely he will survive
ter
and
classes, especially from northern win tie or rar greater importance than
will remain in office.
and central Europe. This cannot he it is today and every town of con
T;be federal Republican office hold- said in
any satisfactory degree con sequence will have a sanitarium or
ofXArlzora
ers'
excepting the collector cerning those from the southern na- - two.
j
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STOPS ANY ITCHING,
Dean's Ointrnrnt Cures Eczema and
Itching Piles.. Santa Fe Pc.
ole Recommend it.
One application of Doan's Ointment
stops any itching. Short treatment
cures eczema, itching piles, salt
rheum any skin eruption, or skin
itching. It Is the cheapest remedy to
use, because so little of It Is required
to bring relief and a cure. Here is
Santa Fe testimony to prove it:
clerk, living
C. M. Conklin,
on San Francisco Street, says: "There
came to my notice some time ago a
case of hemorrhoids, commonly called
piles. They were of the bleeding,
variety, and itched intensely.
Doan's Ointment came to the notice of
the party afflicted and was procured
at Ireland's Pharmacy and a course ot
the treatment given. The first application soothed and a continuation of
lis use for some time longer radically
disposed of that far too prevalent
plague."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Buffalo,
Co.,
cents.
New York, sole agents for the I'nited
States.
n's
and
Remember the
hike no other.

A Btn .Iiiimuii lllble,
rare Bible put up at auclloa lu
London was once owned hy "Rare Ben
Jousou," who wits poet laureate of
England mid who wrote a drama lu
The copy
which Shakespeare played.
of the Scriptures Is considered of great
value, partly because .lonson owned it
and partly because tt Is of such quaint
workmanship. It Is written In Latin

8, 1906.

AUGUST

WEDNESDAY,

A

GENERAL AGENTS

NEW MEXICO FOR

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

PENN

Pi,

OF PHILADELPHIA,
Purely a Mutual

,..

FOR

Insurance Company.

Rational Surety Co., of flew York
Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rate.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO

THE PALACE HOTEL

Fosler-Mllhur-

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

On of the Best Hotels in the West

nnme-Don-

"want nd" in the New Mexican 'and was published hy John Morstus of
brines sure results.
Antwerp, Belgium, iu 1TW. It is the
vulgate of Pope Sixtus X. On a fly
leaf in the poet's own handwriting is
Special summer rate to Los Ange
the inscription, "Ex done Thomue
les, San Francisco, and Pacific Cons
Cen
Benjamin .lonsonlus me te-- !
Strange,
Simla
Fe,
of
the
bv
way
points
was tho sou of a clergy
net."
Jousou
&
W.
8.
Railway,
P.
tral Railway. K
man and was horn hi 1.773. He was
El Paso & Southern Pacific Railway.
buried In Westminster abbey.
For Information call on or address P.
P.. Orlmshnw, funeral passenger agent.
Ilow l.avn Flow.
When lava Hows down a burning
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
mountain like Vesuvius and Invades
Herewith are some bargains offered the streets of populous towns like that
Priming Com of Torre Amumziuta some curious
by the New Mexican
of the scenes are presented.
Civil
Procedure
of
After It had
Code
ptiny;
Territory or New Mexico, 1S97, sheep reached the place mentioned and bad
bound $'i; paper hound, 7r,e; Missouri
Pleading forms, 5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $fi; Ihe iwo for $10; Adapt-

CuUm and Table Senrfc Unexcelled

A

ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Mexico, 1S99, 1001, and 190;!, English
leather, $3; 1905 English and Spanish
or the round trip, $16.90, tickets good
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
Pamphlet, $2.75; full leal her $150;

Pocket
Cover
Flexible
rr
two
Doekel.
single. $125:
more hooks, $1 each; New Mexico Sn
S 10
ft. in
preme Court Reports. Nos.
at
price.
delivered
publisher's
elusive,
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
Laws. 75c; Compilation Mining Daws
50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
cooled and the course of the molten
Reports, full sheep, $0.50, delivered; material had
thereby been arrested
full list school blanks.
photographs were also secured of
places where it had broken through
The New Mexican Bindery Is turn- bridges and archways ami slopped
ing nut some ot the most artistic seemingly hnlfwny In its work of debinding in the Southwest, it is the struction.
most completely equipped binderv In
Motui-lnHi Hip Pole.
the Rocky Mountain States south ol
Dr. Frederick Albert Cook, who wan
is headquarters for legal blanks of all
kinds. The company makes a specialty a member of the famous Belgium antin handling land office blanks, neces- arctic expedition of IS!)" Oil. has gone
sary in homestead entries and in min- to Alaska to renew his efforts of l'.IOt
eral applications. Prices low, especi- to reach the peak of Mo'int McKlnley.
ally in quantities. Circulars giving the highest mountain of the North
full Information furnish' "n applica- American continent. When be returns
from the arctic regions next fall be in,
tion.
tends to go forward with plans for an
We print the news the day It happens.
I

WE WILL

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
To Colorado, Via the Santa Fe.
.1 une
1st
'to September "0th the
Santa Fe will sell tickets lo Denver
and return at the rate of $22.fi0; Colorado Springs, f 19.&5; Pueblo, $17.55.
Tickets on sale daily and are good for
return passage until Ootober 31st.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
M.
Santa Fe,
TO CLOUDCROPT.
Summer Resort In Our Own Terri-

tory.
Commencing June 1st, good for return September 2!Hh, 1906, the Santa
Fe Central Railway, In connection
with rhe F,. P. & S. W. Railway will
dell round trip tickets at the low rate
of $14X5. For advertising matter descriptive of Cloudcroft, call on or address S. B. Urlmshaw, General Passenger Agent,
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American and European Plan, Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric lighted. Every Boom a Good One. Short Order
department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.

Cofonacto Hotel
The Best 50e Rooms in the Sontliwwt.

Retuurant

in Contientiou.

Short Orders Served Night and Day.
Regular Meals, Uo
Serves First Class Spanish 'Dishes.
Everything in Season.
South Side Flaza.:
222 San Francisco St.

G.

LDPE HERRER. Proprietor.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

antarctic expedition in l!iu7. On this
trip he expects to have the benefit of
various Inventions and Improvements
which have come into existence since
he first started for the antarctic continent nearly ten years ago. Among
these will be a uovel air cooled motor,
with which he hopes to travel over the
ice at a rate of about fifteen miles an
hour. It has runners on the front axle,
and the wheels of 1he rear axle are so
made as to grip the ice.

TABLE.

Arrlv.

.....12:01

HER. J.

II.

SLOAN,

THE

CURE

OF

TUBERCULOSIS

Medical Director, SANTA FE, N. M.

OUR PLACE
OTTO RETSCH
Proprietor.

Skeleton ol the "Iriah Glunt."
One of the tallest men of whom there
is record was Charles Byrne, Ihe "Irish
giant," who died in Londou lu 17H:j, al
the nge of twenty-two- .
There is a story
that he lived in dread of the dissecting
table and left money In his will to pay

Fine Wines, Liquorsand cigars.
vVEST

SIDE OF PLAZA

SANTA E, N. M.

DUDROW & HOHTEHIE
Undertakers
Embalmers

ad

ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

Ddfow'i Office Btfildfci.
Day TckfXMM 35.
X. B.
Ham. ja.n JwWaw tt. Tl
fishermen to take his body out to sea
and sink it. This they did, but, having
received money from another source
also, took care to recover It, with the
result, that the skeletou may now be
seen In the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons, Lincoln's Inn.
Hu
was eight feet four inches In height.

.

COTTAGES FOR

filet, and treatment, as approved hy leading medical authorities.
Personal study and attention given each case. Separate hospital for fetter
and other patients.
For further particulars adlrws,

Stop-ove-

No. 721
No. 7211
No. 725

t"

TENT

EXCURSIONS

TIME

1

Modom Scientific Methods for Trotitmetil of Diseuso.

Commencing May 1st and until September 30th the Santa Fe will sell tickets on each Tue3day, Thursday and
Saturday to Los Angeles and San Di- ego from Santa Fe at the rate of $42.90
for the round trip. Return limit of
r
ticket November 30th, 1906,
allowed In California. For particulars
call nn agents of the Santa Fe. '
H. S. LUTZ. Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.

LOCAL

si run m'l

SAlTA FE SAJNTAhMUri

California
'

Coaunefdal Trareitfs.

DO.

Whenever yon want fin easy shrive
s good as barbers ever gave,
.lust call on u at. our salon
At; morn or evi or busy noon.
with
We'll curl and dress the hair
grace,
We'll suit Ihe contour of your face.
Our razor sharp and scissors keen,
Our shop Is neat nnd towels are clean,
And everything we think you'll find
To suit the taste and olease the mind.
First class hnth room. ('. W. Robert's
O. K, Barber Shop, 217 Salmon Block,
San Francisco Street. Santa Fe. N. M.
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LACOME & GABLIJ, Proprietors.
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THE
ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

p. m.

8:15 p. m.

The New Mexican Printing Company
has on hand a large supply of pads
Depart.
and tablets suitable for school worjrf
No. 720
Leave Torrance for Roswell dally at
The short line between Santa F.,
.,...9:00 a. m. the desk, and also for lawyers arid
No. 722
..4:20 p. m. merchants; good anywhere. We vill Albuquerque and all potnta of Central 4 a. m., arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.
No. 724
Leave Roswell for Torrance dally at
7:30 p. m. sell them at live cents In book Mm,
,
and Western New Mexico and Roawell
No. 722 connects wi .h No. 1 west.
at 1 p. m., arrive at Torrance at 10 p,
but will give a discount on quantities,
ind the Pecos Valley, saving passen- m. This is the schedule
No. 724 connects with No. 7 wet.
time allowed
No. l stops at all stations.
gers and mills at least 24 hours Id for carrying the mail, but under favor,
New Mexican Printing Company
The
time In making these points; also con- able conditions, the trip Is made in
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
is prepared to furnish cardB
to Albuquerque to discharge passende.yislte necting at Torrance with the Rock Is about half the time. Grips and hand
for ladies or gentlemen on shqrt no- land
system for all point east am1 sachels carried, but cannot handle
gers from Santa Fe.
tice, In first class style at reasonable rest.
trunks at present.
H, S. LTJTZ, Agent.
prices, either engraved or printed. Call
City Ticket Office, Cretan Blk., east on the New Mexican
ComPrinting
tide PIam, buutt Fe, New Mexico.
1 W. STOCKARD, Manager, Foswell, New
pany and leave your ordorg.

...9:40p.m.
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Th. oldest banking Institution
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GLORIETA HEIGHTS
The

Graphic Description
By Eye Witnesses
of Fight.
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Surplus and Undlv! led P.oUta

KOSWKM.. NEW MKXICO.

i

New buildings,. all turnlshltitjs and equtpmnnts mortornand com,
elpctrie-llgrhtodateaui-beatei- l,
all convenlunt'eti.
baths, water-workTUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, J3S0 per session. HmnIou l
taree terms of thirteen weeks each.
ROSWEIX Is a noted health roson, 3, 7 on feet above sea level;

Oolieps.
plete;

lath,

W.

M

June.

to

September

every'day-frn-

VV.

Reed,

M. Atkinson,

W,

A,

FIdIhv and E. A. Cahoon

For particulars address

COL J, W, WILLSON, Supt.

j

tLsse waters las been thoroughly test
ed by the miraculous cures attested tc
in the following diseases: Paralysis.
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
Malaria, Bright' Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections!, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
Femal Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
lodging and bathing $2.60 per day; 111
per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
Denver fains and waits for Santa Fe
train upon request. This resort is at
tractive at all seasons and is open all
winter. Passengers fo Ojo Calient
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and
reach Ojo Callonte at t .. m. the same
day. Fare for round trtp from Santa
Fe to Ojo Callente, $7.40 For further
particulars, addreas

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Ojo

A. P,
hfla-

-

Proprietor.
N. M.

Caliente. Taos County,
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Nag, W, Featohr and Linen
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Un
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Blankets,

Opels,

OUR

H. C. Yontz

Mexican Filigree

Watches, Clock Jewelry

M PaiHlei

and

,

MANUFACTURER OP

DEALER IN

China-

JEWELS

-

Itepairnf Finn Watcher and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navalm Huns and ln
ill an flood. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
West Side Plaza. Santa Fe. N. M.

P. F. HANLEY.
-D-

EALER

IN-F- INE

WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Imported and Native Wines for Family TJae.
OUR SPECIALTIES- - Old Crow, McBrayer
Guckf nbelmer Rye, Taylor and Paxton, Old
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.

STREET. SANTA FE

SAN FRANCISCO

(Continued From Yesterday.)
"Fortunately no one was hit. imagine their surprise at meeting such a
reception on the broad prairie! They
came on to Denver and went, into
quarters In a half completed building
on Fifteenth street, almost where the
old Bon Ton restaurant was in later
days. The rebels used to hang around
a place called the Criterion, a gambling hall, and the next to where the old
News used to be. At the head of this
gang was ono Charles Harrison, the
murderer of Hill and others. While
the men were lying in their blankets
In this unfinished
building, tired and
worn out from the excitement and
ardor of march, their guard, McCul-lougwas shot down at his post from
inside the fence that surrounded the
Criterion Rumbling hall.
"The men were aroused und proceeded in a body down Fifteenth
street and took possession of a
They knocked in the door without ceremony, and, as It happened,
the gunsmith was a Union man. He
furnished them with arms and ammunition, the guns being everything
from a Kentucky rifle to a Sharp's
carbine. They went back and captured Harrison
and others, and they
were driven out of the country.
"Companies A and B, afraid of being murdered in the streets of Denver, went out and established what
was known as Camp Weld, where the
Denver and Rio Grande shops are now
located. That damnable attempt at
murder brought out the sentiment of
loyalty, and Gilpin's appeal for troops
met with a response from all the mining camps of that time.
Four Hundred Miles on Rotten Rations
"When the regiment was completed it was hurried up to meet Sibley,
who was coming up to Fort Union.
Forced marches of forty and fifty
miles a day on the poorest of rations
wormy hardtack and rotten bacon
were among the hardships. The fact
that Sibley was lying drunk in Santa
Fe for a week enabled us to make that
march of over 400 miles and reach
there in time. Of course, we were
joined there by the regulars under
Colonel Paul.
"It was on March 2G that the men
had their first taste of Texnns, who
surprised then at the mouth of Apache
Canon, and where there was a skirmish between the troops that proved faHere
tal to many a brave soldier.
afterward Major
Captain Downing,
Downing, was conspicuous for his
coolness and braver', charging the
enemy In the face of a terrible fire.
"On the night before the battle of
Apache Canon we moved up opposite
the old Pecos Church. On the morning of the day of the engagement our
command consisted of 1,444 men all
told, Colonel ,1. P. Slough commanding.
The 444 were sent, under Colonel John
Chivingtcn; around the top of the
mountain to get in the rear of the
Texans to attack their train. The 1,000
men remaining took up the advance.
The scouts coming in had brought reports that after the hattle of two
days before the Texans were entrenched at the other end of the canon,
hence the reason of Colonel' Slough
dividing his command.
"The command moved up and halted at Pigeon's Ranch, filled their canteens and threw off extra clotihing to
prepare for battle. While like a lot
of ducks down In the ditch they were
fired upon by a masked battery, hidden from our view by a point of rocks
or promontory.
Companies I and D,
suffered a frightful mortality. Company I got the worst of it because dt
was at the head of the column. The
men sprang to their places.
There
was uo time to take your own gun,
but each grabbed the first that presented itself, and for nearly ten consecutive hours, under the leadership
of Slough, Downing, Tappan, Cook and
batCaptains Ritter's and Claflin's
teries, one of the most desperate battles of the war was fought. We engaged over .1,000, more than three to
our one, and it was a game enemy
we had to contend against.
Charge,
retreat, advance and fail back. Charge,
retreat and charge again.
"Some time early in the afternoon
we heard the report of bursting bombs
and knew that Chiviugton and his
gun-sho-

0J0 CALIEJ1TE HOT SPRINGS.
These Celeb iated Hot Springs are;
located In the midst of the Ancient
31111
miles west)
Dwellers, twenty-fivof Taoa, end fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, an about twelve miles from Bar
snca Station on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally line of stages rung to the springs.
The temperature of these waters la
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 eet. Climate
very dry and delightful the year
round. There is now a commodious;
hotel for ths convenience of Invalids
and tourists. These waters contain'
1,8.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
'
Springs In th world. The efficacy ol

EL PASO,

California, Mexico
AND THE WEST.

Railroad Company will siuk fourteen deep wells at Willard and pump

a

most phenomenal growth and the price of lots will 3oou advance. Better come now.

Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancia, New Mexico.
Carl A. Dalles, Manager of The John Becker Co. Stores at Willard, has charge of the sale of lots in the absence of Mr. Corbett.

command had gotten there. This gave
us renewed energy, but It acted differently on the Texans.
Finding
lihcmselves in a trap, and knowing
thai their train had been captured,
or getting word from their men that,
the train of 100 wagons had been
burned and all their ammunition,
stores, etc., gone, and 1,500 miles from
home, there was but one thing left
for them to do, either whip us and
take our train or die on the battlefield,
which they did.
"They were foemen worthy of our
steel and the man who says they were
not fighters wasn't there.
We lost
about 33
per cent of our entire com.
mand and the Texans three times that
number. At the last charge just before sundown the living fighters could
hardly get over the bodies of the dead
and dying.
One Battle Saved Colorado.
"That battle saved Colorado, for had
we been defeated we had no place to
go, for everybody would have left Denver for the East. We could have captured their entire command after the
battle, but we chose to let them go,
aa it was better to drive them back
down the Rio Grande to Texas, to the
place of organization, then to take
them prisoners and divide Ihe hull'
rations we were getting.
"They began a retreat, and arriving
at Santa Fe many recruits and sympathizers deserted them. The command
moved down the Rio Grande, foraging
inhabitants.
upon the
We did not follow them by Santa Fe.
We cut across the base of the triangle
.
from Galisteo and joined General
In that memorable march of sixty-fivmiles, covered on fool over a treeless and waterless desert of forty
miles, men fell from exhaustion and
sunstroke. By this time the Texans
had reached Albuquerque, and knowing that we were intercepting them,
determined to make one more stand,
which they did at Peralta.
"The engagement was fought under
General Canby, a stiff fight, so stiff
that It compelled them to bury their
artillery. They took advantage of a
sandstorm during the battle nnd crossed the Rio Grande. From there we
marched on from opposite sides of the
river until Socorro was reached in the
night. In the morning the enemy had
been
disbanded, to all appearances
swallowed up. Some went into the
San Francisco mountains, other to Arizona, California and Texas.
Changed From Infantry to Cavalry.
"After some months of Inactivity
we relieved Colonel Carlton of the
California column, then returned to
Colorado and were transiormed at old
Colorado City, at the base of Pike's
Peak, from the First Colorado regiment to the First Colorado cavalry.
"Then our hardships had just begun. During the absence of our regiment from Colorado and the enlistment of all the available men in Kansas, and at that time no white population outside of ranchers and emigrants along the Platte, Republican
and Arkansas Rivers, the Indians took
advantage of the war and banded together. It was estimated that there
were from 10,000 to 15.000 of them on
the warpath, Including Sioux,
Klowas and Conianches, covering that vast expanse of country between the Arkansas and the Platte.
They had been killing the settlers and
running off the stock, attacking emigrant trains, government trains, until
they had devastated and terrorized the
people of Colorado, as well as Kansas
and eastern Nebraska. The Colorado
troops were now kept in the saddle
chasing these murderous marauders
from point to point over the plains.
We whipped them in every engagement in the Platte campaign and in
the memorable battle of Cedar Canon,
fought by Major Downing, and other
fights too numerous to mention, we
cleaned up the Indians as effectually
as we had cleaned up the Texans.
"The best criticism," said Mr. How-lan"that I ever heard of the fight of
Apache Canon was that of the old
Frenchman, near whose ranch (Pigeon's) the fight took place.
" 'Pigeon was this much of a fight?'
"
Wight? Sacre, mon Dleu! They
vight nine hour by my watch and my
watch was slow.' "
poverty-stricke-
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FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
One of the best fruit ranches In
TJ5.BX.E
northern Santa Fe County, about twenEffective Monday, February 26, 1906. ty miles from this city, Is for sale,
Finest Possible Conditions for Fruit
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
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Attorney at law.
116
8.15
6,471
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p
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valley is free from alkali, cold, stormy
sfl ''
No
Mexico.
winters or excessively hot summers;
N. M.,wlth
Santa
ul
Fe,
Connecting
In
It is shut
RICHARD H. HANNA.
by high mountains and the Denver &
lito Gvaude Railroad tor
as a fruit district the conditions are all
Attorneys at Law.
points In Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Phone
almost perfect. Thousands of acres Montana,
6.
Office, Griffin Blk.
iiHhttigioii, nnd the Great
lie uncultivated and eighty per cent Northwest,
Q. W. PRICHARO,
of the waters of the great Rio Grande
('collecting at Torrance for all
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
roll by unused.
Home seekers are points eaHt, and west with Golden State
Practices in all the District Courts
settling here rapidly and more are Limited twins Nob. 43 and 44. Pulland gives special attention to cases
'
welcomed to help make this beautiful man bertlia reserved by wire.
For rates and Information address before the Territorial Supreme Court
valley the best in the Rockies.
Office, Capitol Bid?., Santa Fe, N. M.
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
For further particulars in general,
Fe.
Santa
General
Passenger
Agent,
of
prices
bearing orchards, improved
BENJAMIN M. READ,
To and From Roswell.
and unimproved lands, etc., address
Connection made with Automobile
Attorney at law,
Roscoe C. Bonney, real estate and ImSanta Fe,
New Mexico.
Torrance for Roswell dally.
Line
at
migration agent, Espanola, New
Office, Sena Bit
Automobile leaves Torrance for
Palace At.
at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
at 12 noon. Automobile leaves RosCHAS. A. LAW,
SANTA CLARA INDIAN FESTIVAL. well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
Attorney-at-Law- .
bem.
10
The fare
at Torrance at
p.
Sunday, August 12th, 1906.
U. S. Land Office Practice, a
Specialty.
On this occasion the Santa Clara In- tween Santa Fe and Torrance Is 16.65
Cay ton,
New Mexico.
dians will be joined by those of Sao and between Torrance and Roswell
Juan and San lldefonso and an ex- $10. Reserve seats on automobile by
George Spence.
N, s. Rose,
J. W. STOCKARD,
tended program of dancing, racing and wire. '
8PENCE & ROSE.
Manager Automobile Line.
games has been arranged.
Attorneys.
Santa Fe Lodge of Elks will have'
Land, Mining and Corporation Law,
in charge an excursion to be run over'
(Homestead Entry No. 6411.)
Specialities, Notary in Office.
Notice for Publication.
the D. & R. G. Railway on this date,
Estancia.
n6W Mexico.
train to leave Santa Fe at 8 a. m., re- Department of the Interior, Land Ofturning arriving at Santa Fe at S! fice at Santa Fe, N, M.
WILLIAM H. H- - LLEWELLYN,
p. m.
July 12, 1906.
Attorney at law.
Fare for the round trip 1.50. TickNotice is hereby given that the fol
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
ets on sale at. Fischer's Drug Store lowing-namesettler has filed notice
District Attorney for Dona Ant,
and Kerr's Barber Shop.
of his Intention to make final proof
Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Couo.
in support of bis claim, and that said ties, Third
Judicial District.
NATIONAL ENCAMPMENT, GRAND proof will be made before the register
ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC.
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
A. W. POLLARD,
Minneapolis, Minn,, Aug. 13 to 18, 1906 August 23, 1906, viz.:
Attorney at law.
For the above occasion the Santa Fe
Pablo Chavez, for the NE 14. Sec
District Attorney, Luna County.
will sell tickets to Minneapolis and 10, T. 11 N.. R. 13 E.
Demln
New Mexico.
return at a rate of $31.30.
He names the following witnesses
Dates of sale Aug. 10th and 11th;
to prove his continuous residence up- J.
Bomhani.
c, Wada
good for return passage Sept, 30th,
on and cultivation of said land, viz.::
IONHAM & WADE,
1906.
Frank S. Lcyba, Natlvldad Leyba,
Attorneys at Livv.
H. S. I.UTZ. Agent,
Luis Montoya, Macarlo Leyba, all of
Practice In the Supreme and DisSanta Fe, N. M.
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Galisteo. N, M.
Probate Courts and before the U. 8.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
The New Mexican Printing Company
Register Surveyor Generals and U. 8. Land
la prepared to fill promptly and satisOfficers.
Cruces, N. M.
all
orders
for
factorily
engraved visit
It yon do not care to pay for a daily
ing cards, marriage announcements,
E. C. ABBOTT,
Invitations and all work of that kind. paper, subscribe for the Weekly New
Attorney at law.
Mexican Review and get the cream of
Practices In the District and Suthe week's doings, it is an excellent
"AND THE WORLD GOES ON."
preme Courts. Prompt and careful atto send to your friends.
paper
The above is the title to a, new song
tention given to all business.
that is gaining in population every
District Attorney for the ConntiM
New
The
Mexican can do printing
The "Bon Ton" Is the title of
day.
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and 8tu
the best lunch counter and hotel In equal to that done in any of the large Juan. Santa
Fe, New Mexico.
Santa Fe, which Is also gaining In cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
work we turn out. Try our work once
popularity. When you eat there once
A. B. RENEHAN,
you have a longing desire to continue and you will certainly come again. We
Practices In the Supreme and Disa, customer.
And the world still goes have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, Including one of trict Courts; Mlnnlng and Land Law
on. Are you glad?
the best binderies in the west.
a Specialty. Rooms
Sena Bldg.,
Palace Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
LOW RATES TO SANTA FE, N. M.,
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
via banta Fe Railway.
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
You cau get some bargains lu tho
From Denver, Clorado Springs and
(Late Surveyor General.)
Pueblo the Santa Fe will sell tickets real estate line right now by calling
Attorney at law.
at one fares for the round trip. Dates on the reliable real estate dealers,
Santa Fe
New Mexico.
August 7, 14, 21, 23, 24, 28; September Hughes & Delgado Office west side
Laud and Mining Business a Speciality.
S, 18, 25, 27, 28, 29; October 2,
9, 16, of Plaza.
limit 30 days from date of sale. For
EMMETT PATTON,
PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
particulars inquire of any agent, Santa
Fe.
and Counselor at Law.
Attorney
Is
firm
of
the
it
that
Why
Hughes
Box it, Roswell, New Mexico.
H. S. LUTZ,
of
are
a
success
tho
Delgado
making
Santa Fe, N. M. real estate business? It is because this Office over Citizen's National Bank.
Arm Is reliable and any property
REMEMBER!
FRANK W. CLANCY,
placed In their hands will be looked
That the Bon Ton is the only eating after In a businesslike manner. Office
Attorney at law.
houfie in the city of Santa Fe that west of Plaza.
District Attorney for Second Judicial
keeps open at uight. The doors are
District
never closed and you can get somePractices In the District Court an I
RATES.
EXCURSION
SUMMER
the Supreme Court of the Territory;
thing to eat at any hour of the day or
By way of the Santa Fe Central, E.
night.
P. & S. W. and Rock Island system to also before the United States Supreme
points in Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Court la Washington.
The Santa Fe Daily New Mexican Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, South
Albuquerque, New Mexico,
is headquarters for all kinds of blanks. Dakota, North Dakota, Wisconsin, Wyoming and to Memphis, Tennessee.
OSTEOPATHY.
Dates of sale June 9th to 16th, July
The New Mexican alma to please
the best element in the community. It 1st to 10th, good for return passage
DR. CHARLES A. WHEEI.ON,
is always bright and It Is always clean. until October 31st.
Osteopath.
On these excursions, rates to ChiNo. 103 Palace Ave.
cago for round trip will be $48.35. St. Successfully treats acute and chronic
Ixiuls $43.35, Kansas City $35.85. Mem diseases
without drugs or medicines.
phis, Tenn., $45.50. For further infor
No charge for Consultation.
mation, call on S. B. Grimshaw, gener Hours:
m.,
Phone 166.
p. m.
al passenger agent.
D
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Electric Lighted Train
WITHOUT CHANGE BETWEEN
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HTLDEBRANT,
Agent,
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V. R. STILES,
General Passenger Agent;
EI Paso, Tea.
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Folders, rates, schedules and other information regarding
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trip cheerfully furnished
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H. E. No. 9536.

Vestlbuled,

Thro' Train

Santa Fe Central Rail'y

THE BEAUTIFUL
ESPANOLA VALLEY
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MINING ENGINEERS.

FOR PUBLICATION.
..
CONY T. BROWN,
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
Mining Engineer.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico
July 6, 1906.
Schosl of Mines.
Notice is hereby given that the fol- Socorro,
New Mexico.
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof CIVIL ENG'RS AND PURVEYORS.
in support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the regisCORBET & SMYTHE.
ter or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
Civil, Mining and Hydraulic
August 17, 1906, viz: Rafuglo GutierEngineers,
rez, for the S 2, NW 4, N 2, SW 4, Assaying and General Contracting.
1
11
Sec. 17, T 6N ,R
E.
East side Plaza
Santa Fe, N. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upRALPH A. MARBLE,
on and cultivation of said land, rlz:
Civil Engineer and Surveyor.
Juan Gonzales y Rolbal of Glorieta,
United States Deputy.
M. M,
New Mexico.
Estancia,
Albino Ensinas of Glorieta, N. M.
Atanacio Ribera of Glorieta, N. M.
HIRAM T. BROWN,
Manuel Sandoval of Santa Fe, N. M. CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
MANUEL R, OTERO,
U. 8, Mineral Surveyor
Register Santa F,
New Mexlea,
NOTICE

Connecting Closely With the Famous
"Golden State Limited"

Also Another Fast

The town site la owned by

6

via TORRANCE and

Los Angeles, St. Lout's and Chicago

com-

WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pies,
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.

JOHN BECKER, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
WM. R. BERCER, Secretary.

Most Conveniently Reached

A VVIdo

The

WILLARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,

AND THE NORTH AND EAST

RUNNING THROUGH

as fur wtMt as the Ruck Islitud.

A WORD TO THE WISE INVESTOR IS SUFFICIENT

Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago

EI Paso & Sputhwestern

water

pany has bought twenty acres of ground adjoining Ihe town site and is negotiating for forty acres more,

SOUTHWEST

Union Forces Victorious- Confederates Evacuated
Territory After Defeat

THE MIIdTARV SC1IOOI, OF NEW MRXICO
EHtnbllBUed and Supported by the Territory.
RIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduate of Standard Eastern

Sunshine

THE

SAVED

$

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE

A. T. & S. F.

Willard has already made

I

REGENTS-Nath- an

WATER WILL MAKE IT FAMOUS,

In

Transacts a general banking bualnssa In all Its branch.
Loana
noney on the moat favorable trm on all kinds of personal and col.
at era security. Buys and sell bonds and stocks In all markets for
Its customer. Buy and sells domestlo and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic transfsrs ofmonoy to all saris of ths civilized
world on as liberal terme ai ar given by any
agency, public or private. Interest a'lowed on time deposits at ths
rats of three per cent per annum, on a six month' or year's term.
Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock and products.
The bank executes all order of Its patrons In th
banking line, and
alma tn avtcnrf to thflm aa llharil treatment In all raanaxta. aa la Min.
slstent with safety and th principles of sound banking. Safety De-posit boxes for rei.t. The patronage of the subtle la rseptotfully so- llcited.

$
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FIELD

BAJIiy

New Mexico. Cstabllhd In 1170.
RUFUS J. PALEN, Preldnt.
JOHN H. VAUQHN, Cashier.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President. ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashlsr.
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GORY

PAGS THrttE
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Biliousness

TETSd HATS

Mrs. Susan Thresher of La
da In visiting Wends In Santa Fe. Sho
arrived yesterday.
c. !.. Waliop and family aro plan-a
nliiB to lcve In a few days for
week's outing lit Tesiique,
l'erfocto Trujlllo, Olilmayo farmer,
to
spent today In town on a Visit
friends and on a purchasing tour,
Dr. John F, Pearee, of Albuquerque,
lias Bono to California 011 a Visit with
ihis family, now in the Golden State.
Murk Burget of Chicago, who travels
for a drygoods house, was In the city
sum-- ;
yesterday and today showing his

the East as well as to the West.
To the North and to the South the
To

"I have nunil your ralu.bie Ciifirrti !dv,1"i
them perfect. Couldn't do without tliem.
iiciil them tor ')"
""
IihIisokUuj
louaneHK and am now completely curjd.
mend them to everyone. Once tried, you wu
sever be without tliem in the family.
.dward A. Man, Albany, n.X,

Kb

Best For
Theooweis
jMr

3T.

WEDNESDAY,

31.

Proof of Labor, Vi sheet.
Lode Mining Location,
Placer Mining Location,
Title Bond to Mining Property,
Title Bond and Lease of Mining Properly,
Mining Deed,
aheet.
Mining Lease,
Coal Declaratory Statement,
Coal Declaratory Statement with Powe
Afftda- of Attorney and
School

j

AUGUST 8, 1906.

CHARLES WAGNER

Futwtmc

Co.

306 to 308 San Francisco Street.

We are as far in

BlanKb.

the

Oath of School Director,
LEAD
Certiileate o Apportionment of bcnooi
Funds,
District Clerk'B Annual Report,
CANDY CATHARTIC
TEDDY
sheet.
sheet.
Enumeration Form,
in
sheet.
Teacher's Certificate,
UNDHRTAKINQ AND EMBALMING.
Omi.Vt
sheet.
of
Certificate
P easant. Palatable, Potent. Taste
Appointment,
Weaken orUrlpe, 10c. s.w .Mc.Neref
Never
sheet
OCO.
Charles Wagner, Licenced Emhalmer.
Contract for School Teacher,
old In bulk. The iienulne tablet jtaiuued
'''''
pies.
L'i'.'1 "
,'!!!
cure or jour money back.
to
Buaranteed
Miss
and
full sheet
daughter,
Term
Mrs. N. Salmon
Teachers'
6o
Register,
N.Y.
or
Co.,
Chicago
Sterling Remedy
sbeet.
Contract tor Fuel,
Salonia Salmon returned today utter
ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
M.
Jemez
slieet
months
two
of
Teachers' Monthly Report,
Go in increasing numbers year after yesr. 1 he whole Wor d
ja sojourn
1tSVSSSSS3
N
wears the result
i.
4Sn Pace
Ledger, $6.50.
contributes in tnatcial andHat-SSprings.
,r
ackntwl-- i
oft
and Deryy-a- re
Auditor cnaric v. tai- Money's Digest of New Mexico Re
Evetywhere the Stetson
Traveling
Incorporated 1903.
Established 1856.
siir.nl IcilluV ill I.OB LU11U8, IDG
dgefl as the standard in style, beauiy and finish
ports, full sheep, $6.50 delivered.
sheet.
Wfi CARRY A FDLL LINE AT POPULAR PBICES
Gambling Table,
county seat of Valencia County, on of
sheot,
llcial business.
TO THE LAWS OF Application for License,
CONFORMING
We also Carry another line whicM comes cheaper in price,
nuv hi l.owkzkl has returned from
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
to up to $3.50
from
NEW MEXICO.
$1.25
Soft,
$3
50.
Derby,
Size of Blank.
the' eastern business centers, where he
The New Mexican Printing Company
Inches.
sbeet. 7x8
lias been for several weeks purchasing
most
and
facilities
the
has
largest
full stock fur his store,
shetit, 8xl4 inches.
kinds
all
tor
modern machinery
doltg
Full sheet, 14x17 Inches.
Mayor 11. 0. Nursum, ol Socorro,
on of Printing and Binding in
who has been in Albuquerque
Promissory Notes, 26- per pad.
Loose-leaf
ot
Manufacturers
"Minor Law" Cards for Posting 2tie
business since Saturday last rotnmeti style.
Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work
each.
to the (Vein City 'tonight.
of Arizona, a specialty. Best Hook Bindery In the Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.
A.
Mark
Smith,
Delegate
Missouri Code Pleading, $8.
has returned to Tucson, which city is Southwest.
Mining Blanks.
Tbe two for $10.
his home, lie Is In good health and
Amended Location Notice,
is a candidate for
Adapted to New Mexico Code.
ON ALL
sheet
.rames O. McNary, editor or the Agreement of Publisher,
Probate Clerk and Recorder.
and
of
Blank..
printer,
sheet.
Peace
public
the
.as Vegas Optic
Justice
vlt,
lA sheet.
sheet.
Notice of RIght
was an arrival in the city last evenAppeal Bonds,
Bonds, Criminal,
Forfeiture, or Publishing Out Notice
ing, lie came on oflicial business.
Appeal
'
v Tiuntnvv of Denver, and J. P. Dun- - Appearance Bond,
sheet.
gheet.
In
arrived
who
on
Conrimianeu
Prices.
of
Mountaimiir,
Invy
Appearance Bond,
the" city the night before, left yester-$ .OS
On Vt or 16 sheets, each
1
Bond for Appearance. District Court, Full sheet, each
day over the Santa Fe Central
No
2
sheet.
dozeu
Justice
per
Report,
sheets,
Quarterly
If. R. Naaker, of Chicago, a commerso
dozen
Bond tor Deed,
per
sheets,
of
65
cial drummer selling hardware and Bond, General Form,
aheet.
dozen
Full
per
sheets,
kindred supplies was In town today Bond ot Indemnity,
sheet.
per hundred
handling
merchants
OUR
SWEET
interviewing the
2.50
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per dozen.
sheets, per hundred
his line.
4.00
sheet.'
rr
Official Bond,
Full sheets, per hundred
a big
We
Hon. Trinidad Romero.
sneet
the
take
blanks
Road
100
Official
assorted
per
Bond,
Supervisor,
Alo Congress, who recently visited
shee-u
100 nrice.
Estancia. Certificate of Election,
of
lbuquerque, has returned to
of Guardianship,
On an order ot 500 blanks, customer
Letters
his
daughter
Ho was accompanied by
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
buslnet.3 card will be printed under fll
pat-tern- s
Mrs. F. B. Romero.
sheet.
of Administration,
Letters
lug wit'mj extra cost.
R. Unes, merchant at the pueblo of Administrator's Bond and Oath,
Miscellaneous.
com
run 07 whn went to New York In
Laws ot New Mexico, 1899, 1D01 andi
reOut-in- g
pany with N. Salmon, and since his left Letters Testamentary,
1903: English and Spanish; pamphwill
turn has been visiting In the city,
Declaration in Assumpsit,
.00.
let, $2.25; full leather,
yesterday for his home.
Declaration In Assumpsit on Note. M? Code of Civil Proceedure, full leather
you.
A. K. Freeland left today to resume
sheet.
$1.00; paper bound, 75c.
Kenj
Satisfaction ot Mortgage,
his duties as station 'agent at
Price Laws 1905, English and Spanish,
several
sbeet
days Assignment of Mortgage,
nedy, having been off tor
For Half a Century the Leading Dry Goods House in the City
pamphlet, $2.75; lull learner, ;i.tu
San Frs ncl co Si.
without Insurance; sheriffs Flexible Cover Pocket Docket, 5
Deed
on account of the death of his 'Infant Mortgage
kone 36.
P. O. Box 219.
N Mson. The child was hurled yesterday
Clause,
SANTA I''E.
single, $1.25; two or more books,
Si each.
afternoon.
Options,
sheet
,T.
W. Prude, Indian trader on 'tne Notice of Protest
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
Mescalcro Reservation, who has been Notaries' Notice of Publication,
(Jutntu, m.1U
iuittlj' ocain .A tu milium,
sheet.
(Ipllvpreil
npslr. st:!.9ri deliverer! to
In Ix8 Angeles for the past month
nheet.
fWEfflftiM'ttMIUMIIil
nearest express office.
with his wife, has returned home. Mrs. Warranty Deed,
for
Claim
Deed,
coast
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
Quit.
on
the
remain
will
Prude
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather. $6. E0 a
Bargaiu and Sale Deed,
somo weeUs longer.
Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods.
volume; 3 to 11, Inclusive, delivered
Samuel Deed of Trust, full sheet.
and
El
ot
Rito,
Grant
Henry
Release of Deed of Trust.
at Publisher's price, $;1.30 each.
the
in
arrived
of
Cliamlto,
Ehlodt,
Homestead Affidavit, Mr&heet.
meetCompilation Corporation Laws, 750.
city this afternoon to attend the
ter- Homestead Application,
Compilation Mining Laws, 60c.
ing tomorrow of the Democratic
Affidavit,
240 Page .1. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
ritorial central committee.
Homestead Proof, full sheet
240 Page J. P. Criminal Docket, $2 75.
1
Hon. V. T. Thornton, of GuadalajaNo. 1 Homestead,
320 Page I. P. Docket, V Civil,'
ra, Mexico, former governor of New Desert. Land Entry,
Criminal, $4.00.
Mexico, who is In the city visiting at Affidavit Renuired of Claimant,
480 Page
Journal, $5.7r.
Commisor
Slates
United
the home
Notice to Assessor by Probate Clerk,
in
sioner J. P. Victory, is improving
Now at their best. Will also have Cali'USTICE OF THE PEACe DOCKETS.
..ealth and Is able to bo out.
Lease,
Mexican
The New
Printing Company
fornia Strawberries and Blackberries
C. M. Stanfill will leave tomorrow Laae ot Personal Property,
sheet, has
prepared civil and criminal dock-- j
X
for Albuquerque, and after spending unattel Mortgage,
sheet.
ets especlallv for the use of Justices
every Thursday.
a few days there intends returning to Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
of tbe peace. They are especially
nis home in Nashville, Tennessee. Mr. Acknowledgment,
sheet.
&
WEDNESDAYS
J ruled, wlr.b printed headings, in elt.he
POULTRY
Stanfill was formerly bookkeeper in Mortgage Deed, Ms sheet.
.
of
or
made
ret
good
W.
English,
Spanish
Charles
of
office
the lumber
Power of Attorney, VsVsheet.
ord paper, strongly and durably bound
Bond to Keep the Peace,
with leather back and covers and can-- i
Orleans.
New
of
sheet.
II.
Mrs.
Lynch,
Complain!, Criminal,
vas, sides, have full Index in front and
of
Ethel
Miss
ComLynch,
Forcible ICntry and Detainer,
Louisiana, and
the tees ot Justices of the peace and
in
the
city
Houston, Texas, arrived
print,
constables printed In full on the first
Phone 26
Phone 26.
yesterday and are guests at the Palace Forcible Rntry and Detainer, Sum uaee. The oaees are
10x6 inches.
Hntel Thev exnect to remain in the
civil
in
and
made
These books are
come
up
sbeet.
city for several Veeks, having
Replevin Do.id,
criminal dockets, separate of 32
nd De-here for the latter's health.
Forcible Entry
Execution
nacres each, or witb both civil and
fainer.
W. D. Murray, president of the
criminal bound' In one book, 80 pages
A. H.
and
Kbeet.
National
Bank,
Replevin Writ,
Silver City
criminal. To in
civil: and 320 pages
Silot
sheet.
1
Replevin Aitidavit,
Harless, well known attorney In.
offered at the
are
them
trodace
they,
CUT PRICES.
the
Peace Proceedings, Complaint. K sheet,
ver City, who were sojourners
following low nrlces:
leand
J sheet.
financial
on
Warrant,
We
have a quantity ot first class
Capital yesterday
Civil or criminal
$4.00
south- Commitment,
stoves and ranges that we
gal business, returned to their
furniture,
..
civil
and crimlnnal. .$5.00
Combined
Attachment Affidavit,
ern home last night.
are going to tlose out in the next
a
for
additional
isents
45
For
single
Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
sheet.
Attachment Bond,
Mrs. F. D. Marshall, wife of the
thirty days at great bargains. Now is
docket, or 65 cents additional for a
General Blank,.
local agent of tho Atchison,
the time to fit up your house when
sent
be
will
.cmbinatlon
docket, they
arrived Township Plats,
you can get the best goods at the lowTopeka and Santa Fe Railway,
in
Cash
by mail or prepaid express.
Veest prices. We will furnish your
in the city this afternoon from Las
Sheep Contract,
lull must accompany order. State
You
aheet.
house from kitchen to garret.
stas. Mr. Marshall is acting as agent Agreement,
or
whether
Spanish
English
;!ainly
H.
can pay cash and get a discount or
until a successor is appointed vice
Application for License, Retail Liquor printed heading is wanted. Address
we will give you all the time you want
S. Lnts, transferred to Berkeley.
Dealers,
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
Call in and see
on easy payments.
lifornia.
Application for License, Games an
our goods.
of Springfield, Butcher's Bond,
Tis9 Lntii Nichols,
Woman'n rtiguU In Burma.
Missouri, after spending n few days Attachment Writ,
D. S. LOWITZKI,
left this Attachment. Summons as Garnishee,
The Burmpse woman must make an
seeing the sights In Santa Fe,
Lower 8an Francisco St., Santa F.
excellent wife. A Singapore paper says
morning for Las Vegas. She is visit,
of F.xecution,
that her highest ambition is to mainlng In the latter city at the home
tain her husband in lordly Idleness and
Mrs. W. P. Mills. Miss Nichols Summons,
Dr.
and
Grain.
to supply him with abundant funds for
was a guest last night at the dancing Subpoena
Club.
cockfightlng, bullock cart racing and
Complaint,
Capias
the
of
City
Capital
party
b
eamblmu. And many of the Burmese
Warrant
Search
A. B. Stroitp, of Albuquerque, super
women do big deals in timber, buying
atock Blanks.
II RYlRn ElTlDl
intendent of public schools of Bernauu in advance the "paddy" crops of a
1
ATTfNTIOH WVEN MAIL. OrtDERS.
lillo County, has returned to. the Duke Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Vendor's whole district, and so on, on a sale
eastin Books that
Recorded Brand,
City from a week's trip through
requires big financiering.
Mexico, during which time he
New
ern
25 Blanks. '40c per Book.
M
M.
ftUNTA
el rrniiiiMtBnwtWMii
institutes
nmrle. visits to the teachers'
Bill of Sale, Animals not Bearing Ven"Talking" In England.
of Guadalupe County at Santa Rosa,
dor's Recorded Brand,
English
people are not only tbe worst
and of Lincoln County at White Oaks. Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
talkers in the world, but they have, In
He makes a favorable report of the Authority to Gather, Drive
Handle addition, a natural suspicion of tiny
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.
condition of the schools in the counAnimals Bearing Owner's Recorded one who can string half a dozen sen
1 ties named.
tences together without stammering
,
sheet.
Brand,
of
Dr. J. M. Wilson, president of the Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle in fact, to have any degree of fluency
Animals not Bearing Owner's Re- of speech lays a man open at once to
Wyoming Wool Growers' Association,
the charge of not beiug "sound," while
and George S. Walker, secretary and
corded Brand,
on
a woman who can talk at all Inspires
Money
treasurer of the same organization Certificate of Brand,
sheet.
Field.
terror.
Ladies'
of
universal
McCanna
ihave advised Secretary
Suecial Rulinir Work our Specialty
the Territorial Fair, that they will
Our Blank Books speak for them
RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.
Why They Left.
BEST. WHY
both be In Albuquerque to attend the selves.
IS NOT THE CHEAPEST BUT THE
u
In
act
four
A
comedian
appeared
NOT
DOES
Sheep Growers' Convention September
Attended to.
BUY ANY OTHER MAKE 'THAT
Business of
Spanish Blank,.
comedy In a western mining town, acRERECENTLY
WE
!St.h next and to assist, in any way
GIVE SATISFACTION.
Buffalo
Commercial. At
to
the
cording
WARE
in
Auto
can
de Arresto,
organizing
that they possibly
CEIVED A LARGE SHIPMENT OF THIS
the end of the third act the miners rose
the sheep and wool growers 01 mew Auto de Prison,
In a body, gathered up their belongings
Declaiacion Jurada,
Mexico.
and started to depart. Tbe comedian,
You . . .
Fianza
Oficial,
. Oar Prices Will Surely Interest
of
in dismay, rushed before the curtain.
Judge and Mrs. W. H. Newcomb,
Silver City, who have been on an Flanza Oficial y juramento
"Gentlemen," he said, "there is uuoth-ela
Guardar
Paz, VH'Hego.
eastern lour for three weeks left. Bos-- I Ftanza para
act yet." "Tes; that', why we are
ton for home Sunday. On their return Contrato de Pa tido,
said the miners.
going,"
ONCE YOU BECOME A USER OF THIS WARE,
Escrltura de Renuncla,
OTHER KIND
BUY ANY
trip they will travel on the "Rock Documento Garantizado,
YOU WILL NEVER
pUego.
YOU ANY
Island Route". They expect to reach
COME IN AND LET US SHOW IT TO
Cash Your Check.
Formula de Enumeracion,
No. 18.
103 Palaea Avanua,
Silver City tomorrow or Friday.
WAY.
is not well to keep checks locked
It
Directorea y
los
Entres
Contrato
in
the employ
William Farah, a clerk
seis
desk.
them.
It
Cash
in
your
up
of N. Salmon, left yesterday for Bercurity for yourself, If tbe drawer is
Contrato de Combustible,
nalillo, from whence he goes to Jemez Notas
not entirely reliable, and a favor to
Obligaciones, 2Zc por 50.
Springs, Suiphur Springs and San An- Llbros Certlflcados de Bonos, $1.
him if he is. "Stale" checks are an
tonio. It Is a vacation trip and he
a
The Legislative Manual for 1906 or
The New Mexican can do printing
dRecibos, Supervisors de annoyance to bank officials and genwill ue gone about three weeks. Ho Llbros
eral hindrance. Cash your checks!
to that done in any of the large Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
equal
:5c.
Caminos,
was accompanied by R. Unes of Jemez
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of and official
Hipoteca de Bienes Muebles, MrPliego.
compendium of value to
Springs.
Sarcastic.
work we turn out. Try our work once
de
Documento
Hipoteca.
man and officer and of
business
Softly I'd have you to understand, and you will certainly come again. We every
Documento Garantizado, extensa fornot such a fool as I look. have all the facilities for turning out Interest to every citizen, 304 pages.
Legal Blanks of every description
I'm
that
sir,
ma entera.
14
and conforming to the laws of New
Bareast Well, then, you have much to every class of work, including one ot Price $1.50. Address the New Mexde Matrimonio, 10c.
Mexico are on hand and for sale by Certiflcado
ican Printlwj Company, Santa Fa.
be thankful for.
the best binderies in the west. ..
the New Mexicar Printing Company.
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representing the
PEOPLE

hand-mad-

.

e

.

LEGAL BLANKS.

SeligmanBros. Co.

flrst-clas- e

-

SWEET 0Rr

Great Reduction

PAITS
"

I

Summer Goods

doubt you
OTlUOm
the
have heard
GAl
0
pants
line
carry
latest styles.

s

LESS THAN COST

COPEffClJlG MONDAY JULY 2 3
Ladies Hats, Shirt Waists
Lawns, Dimities, Ladies and
Misses Canvass Oxfords, Mens
and Bovs Straw Hats,

j

Handsome

Iff

and perfect

fit

T

certainly

Suits, Trousers, etc.

please

-

NVVNX SViSYVXX

Nathan Salmon

Colorado

WINTER GROCERY CO.

RASPBERRIES

!

band-mad-

!

Oto Caliente
New Mexico,

l

FRIDAYS

Dud-row-

All You Want

H. S.

i

iM.V.BUTTPECIALTY

I

& COMPANY

Leading Grocers.

'

TRY IT.

WE

CUT PRICES!

'

j

j

!

j

I sTe.

H. B. Cartwright

a cro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS

Flour and Potatoes. Statfoneiy.
Patent Medicin and 6rocers' Sundries.

I

i

It

F,

oymeni Bureau

llfiW

AND REALTY CO.

fL"CHRYSALITE"
Enameled Wate

i

all kinds Secured, Real
Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.
Lent
Approved Security.

Situations

Non-Residen-

ts

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:

House. Large
Good Location.
Plenty of

A Nice

7-Ro-

Lot.
Fruit Trees.

'nna

n

J.,
f

p.

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE

228 San Francisco St.

Telephone

WEDNESDAY,

AUGUST

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE, N. M.

8, 1906.

MINOR CITY TOPICS
LOST Gold ulilrt wuls'l button chip
diamond skull scarf pin, return to
this office. Reward.
Tonvasita Blao, nged t'lsht months,
tiled at 2 o'clock yesterday afternoon
of cltolera infantum at the Jwmio of
hfr mother, . Slmona Ulan.
If the individual who picked up the
umbrella at. the postolHce window
yesterday will send the same to this
office, he will have the owner's thanks
and no questions will be asked.
The Democratic territorial central
committee will meet In Santa Fo tomorrow In pursuance to a call issued
by Secretary Charles F. Basley. The
advance of the committeemen i expected to arrive In the city this even--inMi-h-

s.

In reporting the runwul of the late
Mrs. Ilafae! Itonieio Monday, live New
Mexican ncgiectod to state that the

services at the grave were conducted
by the Fraternal Union of America
of which tnn deceased was a member.
Gordon Goebe.1 who is on
surveyHull, writes his
ing 'trip" With W.
father from Tuais that the weather Is
.quite cold there. He says ho sets up
every morning with- his teeth chattering. The young man expects to re
turn home In a week or so.

a

Tho third floor of the First National
Bank building Is now a part of the
Hotel Claire. This gives the hotel
eight additional rooms. The second
floor has been used as an annex of the
hotel proper tor some time. Manager Gable had the extra rooms furnished yesterday and they are now
ready for guests.
Tho black boards in 'the new high
school building will have to be overhauled before the building la acceptThe
ed by tho Board of Education.
black boards were put up before the
cement on the walls had a chance to
dry thoroughly and as a consequence
they have warped In places.
Another large delegation of
coming from Kansas and
bound for the Estancla Valley Is expected 1o arrive this evening In Santa Fe. The members of the party are
en route hero via the Atchison, Tope-k& Santa Fo Railway, and after remaining In this city over night will
leave for the south over the Santa Fe
Central Railway.
home-seeker- s

a

The funeral over the rvmaiiis of the
lute Miss L'illkn Cox, will tako place
tomorrow 'afternoon at 3 o'clock from
the Church of the Holy Faith, Rev. W.
R, Dye, the rector, officiating. Interment will be in
Cemetery.
The body is expected to arrive tonight
from Chicago, where the death occurred last Saturday, while she was
en route to New York Ctty.
Fall-vie-

Tho fruit crop In the Embudo and
Espanola Valleys north of Statu Fe
this year will be limited on account
of early frosts which damaged and
killed many of the blossoms. Clapp's
early peaches aro ripe, but there are
only small quantities of them. Pears
will turn out better than expected, but
will he few. Nectarines are
140
home-the
of
month
j peaches
During
July
stead entries by actual settlers were rather scarce and the plum crop is
made in Roosevelt County. The pa-- ! small.
N. Salmon stated this morning that
pers in these cases are generally exo-cuted by U. S. court commissioners his new store building would not be
of whom there are five in the county ready for occupancy before October
located at different points.
1. lie bud expected to be ready by
W.

Black, passenger tin flic manager of the Santa Ko, wires that, thej
uumiwiiy win mime raie or one lure
from points in New Mexico to El
Paso or Kennedy for members of the
New Mexico Bar Association and do-- !
pendent members of their families.
,T.

-

,

We have nothing to conceal ! No secrets to
hide! Vi e publish the formulas of all our medicines. You will find these in Ayer's Almanac
for 1900. If you do not have a copy we will
gladly send you one. Then show the formulas to your doctor. If he does
not approve, then do not buy; if he approves, then buy, and keep these standard family medicines on hand.
EK
r.c(tJ1.,

We Tell

Ate Yotit Papers Safe?
The use of one of our SAFETY

Sill

DE-

POSIT BOXES will cost you the small
sum of 10 cents each week $5 a year
and afford you a place to keep your
deeds, notes,

mortgages,

insurance

policies all your valuable papers,
safe from fire, from thieves, and
where they will not be lost or mislaid
Alan a few boxes at $2.50 per year.

UNITED STATUS BAJM

AW TRUST

iWKfi

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

REMlN6TON
TYPEWRITERS

i
NEW MEXICAN PRINTWt CO

Dtalere,

t
V

k

Avenue.

Partly cloudy tonight, and Thursday
with local thunder showers Is the forecast today of the local weather man.
The temperature at 6 o'clock this
morning was GO degrees. The lowest
temperature during last night was 58
degrees. The maximum temperature
yesterday was 81 degrees at 2:20 p. m.
while the minimum temperaturo was
55 degrees at 4:45 a. ni. The mean for
the day was 68 degrees, with a relative humidity of 47 per cent. The precipitation was only a trace.
Daniel Romero nearly lost the tip
of the little finger of his right hand
as the result of an accident Monday afternoon while working at the saw mill
of the Yellow Pine Lumber Company.
In operating a circular saw his left
hand came in contact, with the revolving blade and before he could Jerk It
out, of the way the digit was almost
severed. The flesh was laid bare to
tho bone and the bone Itself was shattered. Mr. Romero met with a worse
mishap some years ago which fractured his right arm between the elbow
and shoulder, and although the broken
bones have never knitted together he
does not suffer any bad effects now.
The bone broke clear in two and the
ends are over an inch apart, a fact
that, is revealed by looking at It. with
the aid of the
In spite of
this peculiar break the strength of the
arm is not seriously Impaired.

REAL ESTATE
TRANSFERS
Governor Hagerman Pays $100 for
dition to Residence Property
Other Deeds Filed.

P. H. A.
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Ladies' Black and White

BELTS
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Weak Kidneys

NEW
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A warranty deed from the Board of
Education of this city to Governor
Herbert J. Hagerman has been tiled
tor record in the office of Probate
Clerlt Marcos Castillo. It conveys ten
feet of the south side of lot 7, in block
1, according to the amended plat of
the Fort Marcy Addition, the said par
cpI of land adjoining on the north the
premises bought for residence purposes some time figo by the Governor.
The consideration was $100.
Edmund J. McLean and liis wife,
Mrs. Alice Webbe McLean, of Denver,
Colorado, hnve transferred to Levi A.
Hughes of this city, lot 10 of block 7,
in the city of Santa FV? and of the
grant made thereto by the net of Congress, as shown upon the official survey and plat made by the city engineer. A warranty deed covering the
sale has been recorded In the office of
the probate clerk of Santa Fe County.
The consideration given is $1. The
property has a frontage of ninety-threfeet on Water Street.
Levi A. Hughes has purchased from
Carrie L..Si)iegelberg, Jerome Spiegel-berand Charles E. Spiegelberg, executors and trustees of the estate of
Lehman Spiegelberg, deceased, and
Carrie L. Spiegelberg, deceased, the
tract and parcel of land known as
the Cienega property. The deed has
been recorded In the office of the probate clerk for Santa Fe County. The
consideration specified in the instrument is $3,600. The Cienega property
Is "h" shaped, fronting on Washington, Hillside and Palace Avenues. The
executors and trustees from which it
was purchased are all residents of New
York City.

MEADOW CITY
NEWS ITEMS
Martin Gonzales and the
son, of La Cueva, who were seriously
injured In the runaway accident about
a week ago, near Las Vegas, are reported as getting along finely under
medical treatment. It was found necessary to perform a surgical operation
on the father, whose right leg and left
arm were run over by the wlieels of a
heavily loaded wagon and broken,
while the left arm of the hoy met the
same fate.
A meeting of representatives of all
the labor unions In Las Vegas was
held at the Woodmen Hall Monday
evening at 8 o'clock to arrange for the
observance of Labor Day, Monday,
September 3, in Las Vegas. All union
men will be welcome, regardless of
whether they are affiliated locally or
not.
Louis Meyer's preliminary hearing
for conspiracy against the Santa Fe
Railway Company was In progress before Justice Felipe Baca y Garcia on
the west side all day Monday. All the
morning was taken up by the attorneys' arguments as to the admissibility of certain evidence. He was (held
to the grand jury in the sum of $3,000.

MEXICAN

BARGAINS.

Herewith are eome bargains offered
Comby the New Mexican Printing
pany: Code of Civil Procedure ol the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
hound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Missouri Code
Use Dr. Shoop's Restorative to Cure Pleading forms, $!;
Pleadings, 16; the two for $10; Adaptthe Cause, If You Suffer From
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
These Symptoms.
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
and Spanish paniph'et, $2.25; full
Her are (he symptoms of Kldnpv complaints:
Urine laden with sediment, brick dust in urine, leather, ,3; SherlC's Flexible-Cove- r
hlnhly colored urine, greasy froth or blood Pocket Docket, Blngle, $1.25; two or
In it, stringy mucous in urine, unusual desire to urinate, pain la passing wuior, pain in more books, $1 each; New Mexico Sutbe back and over the kidneys, hot, dry and
Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, In(kin, halrAdry and brittle, pain preme delivered
Itohlng
ful Joints, legs feelk heavy, sleeplmiines.
at publisher's' price,
clusive,
XonalI
weight, chilly sensadullness,
$.1.30 each;
Compilation Corporation
f
tions, loss of
genei ul debilV,ory,
.
ity, irregular 'IB!
heart, disorders Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
W
of eyesight,'
trouble with 50c; Money's Digest of New Mexto)
hearing waxy
skin. feyer.
on foot to Reports, full unsep, $3 50 dellTd;
shifting from' IfllMe
the other In
Vyntanding. - full list school tanks.
Anlmproper treatment is often
M'worse than
Mosl
Don.
Kidney medi
ff
cines get their ki,flfifcf eff ect from
The New Mexican Printing
remedies called1 TMrV diuretics. These
are practically A
has on hand a large supply of
kidney physics,
A net on the bowels.
actingas cathartics
tablets and scratch pads suitThey excite the kldneyB to unusual ac writing
if
tion. they cause
able for school children, lawyers, merThese diuretic remedies are them selves the frequent
cause of serious kidney disease. Don't try to chants and also for home use, which
doctor the kidneys themselves, fur you will only will be cleaued out at, 10 cents a pound
harm them. Their only strength is nerve
Dr. Shoop's Kestoratlvn (Tablets or and cbt'Bper if ordered in larger quanpower.
Liquid) vitalizes the nerves that operate the tities.
Tbese tablels are made from
Sold and recommended by
Kidneys.
the odds and ends of Ihe best paper
FISCHER DRUG CO.
obtainable, and you are getting double
your money's worth when buying.
mem-A-
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Corn-pun-
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If you want anyttnnt!
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Located in the Fruitful and Far Fame,.
Espanola Valley Thirty Miles
North of Santa Fe.

on

try

a New Mexican

D.
Tbe following orchardB and Urm
properties In the famed and fruitful
Espanola Valley in southern Rio Arriba County in the Territory of New
Mexico, are for sale at a bargain.
There are satisfactory reasons for selling. The section is one of the finest
fruit and agricultural, not only In New
The
Mexico, but in the southwest.
supply of water for Irrigation purposes
is ample and stable at ull times. The
climate Is of the bext. For particulars
address R. C. Bonney, real estate and
Insurance agent, Espanola, New Mexico. The properties are:
No. 1, 45 acres; 15 acres In alfalfa,
one acre bearing orchard; small house,
well, barr, and corral; all fenced and
under irrigation; one mile from
two and a half miles t railroad
station ; price $30 per acre.
No. 2. Full bearing orchard of 1,200
standard apple trees; six miles from
Espanola; good house, barn, corral
and packing house; produced 2,900
boxes of apples last year; irrigation
from Rio Grande; price $2,000.
No. 3. Seven acre orchard and marf
mile to town,
ket garden tract,
railroad, postoffice, school and church;
good six room house,
having tele
phone; barn, corral, cellar and packing house; a highly profitable business
and a fine home; produces annually
$700 to $900 In vegetables alone; price
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Trains stop at. Emhudo for o "mer
where good meals are served.
At Antonlto for Durango, Sllverton
and Intermediate points.
At Alamosa fur Denver, Pueblo and
in remediate point? via the standard gauge line, via La Veta Pass or the
narrow gauge via Salida, maklug the
entire trip In daylight and passing
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE
also for all potnlji on Creede branch.
S. K. HOOPER,
G. P. A., Denver, Colo

PATENTS!
models made from
explanations. Machine, gun
and bicycle repairing. Also
new and second hand bicy
cles for sale and guaranteed.

$2,250.
No. 4.

& Benedicf,W327

Broodwoy."

works

LEO

i mm

box-eld-

J

FLOUR, HAY,

GRAIN, POTATOES,

I

-

SALT and SEEDs.

t

SODA WATER

gj

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL

gfc.

W

-
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New Mexican

advertising pays.

East

Clau Barten.

Side ot Plaza.

South of Postal
Telegraph Office.

The New Mexican Printing Company
BOUGHT to any
has on hand a large supply of pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
parts in the Country: send ticket
the desk, and also for lawyers and
In and eet ca9h for It: tran
merchants; good anywhere. We will
sell them at five cents in book form, sactions guaranteed ; association office.
ROSENFIELD, 118 R. R. Ave., AlbuN. M.
Subscribe for the Daily New Mex- querque,
ican and get tbe news.

yilETS

for.

Reliability is our watchword and every

Bale we make ia closed

only after the purchase proves tmtirely satisfactory.

satisfaction

to buy at a store like

this.

It

is a great

Every article carries with

it our guarantee.

C

SPITZ

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

Daily

Papers

KERR'S

LAND

Capital

--

Parlors

:

The only first class in city.
Second to none in Territory.
Four first class artists : ; ;
Electrical Baths
11.50
Can make quick sales if price
Other Baths
.25
Is satisfacty of following Parlors Located West Side Plara
W. H. KERR, Proprietor.
properties:

WAITTED.

IIILL'ON

DOLLARS

Raton,
SI

. . .

vvvvvxv.

Laud scrip bought and sold
Hugo Seaberg,

New

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

For sale sheep ranch of 620
acres with good fences and Improvements, has excellent waiter, Shelter,
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
hay land and controls several thon
We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINTS
sand acres of fine goat, grazing tend.
ING and ENLARGING, Mail Orders Given Prompt
No better proposition for a paying Santa Fe
Hovefiy
Attention. 9end for Catalogue,
sheep ranch In New Mexico.
256 San Francisco Street 258,
No. B. Twenty acres, having about
ten acres of full hearing apples of
nUnLHIiU Ob UU. 1,08 ANGELE8. CAMF,
standard varieties, peaches and plums,
seven acres of good alfalfa and three
acres garden land, good Dve room 2
'i
T. W. ROBERTS'
!-p-5Cadobe house, well built, and finished,
good barn; the whole place almost enu,
shop
tirely surrounded by a hedge of
Three First Clans Barbers.
trees which serve as a protection
from the wind and add to he attracHigh Grade Shoe Shiner.
tiveness of the place; produced last
& Best Tubs in City g
largest
year over $1,200; price $2,250; one and
a fourth miles east of Espanola.
WHOLESALE
No. 6. The "Espanola Garden," one
half mile east of Espanola at $2,250.
HENRY KRICK
and
This place is a full bearing apple or8ole Agent For
chard and market garden tract of sev
RETAIL
en acres: a six room house- pWirno
Lemp's St. Louis Beer
barn, cellar, packing house, corral and
DEALERS IN
Malls orders promptly attended to.
wire fence and house for chickens. A
beautiful and convenient home and a Montezuma Ave, Santa F; N. M.
Telephone No. 3b
place to make good money, besides
apples this place has cherries, pears,
plums, quinces and large beds of as! THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA
FE, NEW MEXICO.
paragus, spinacTi and rhubarb. The
vegetable producU alone of this place
Any Flavor You Detire.
bring in annually $750 to $900. The
net receipts last year in vegetables
We will deliver Soda Water in any
and fruit were over 1500. Terms cash.
.uantlty to any part of the city.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
The New Mexican Printing Company
Telephone No. 88,
is prepared to do the best of brief
work in short order and at very reasonable rates. Lawyers, who desire to THE
PLAZA BARBER
SHOP
have their briefs printed rapidly and
much the largest asset we hate in our business.
To have our
WILLIAM H PARSC:.S, Prop.
correctly- and to present them to tbe
Supreme Court now in session here Leading Tonsorlal Parlor In 8anU
customers say to their friends, ''Every ststemeut made by S. Spitz
on time, should call on the New MexTwo Porcelain Bath Tubs.
ican Printing Company and leave their Hair Cutting a
Specialty. Three rimcan be relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive

....
......

ALL PERIODICALS

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
. .

JACOB WELTMER

. .

LIVERY STABLE.
Fin

Riga,

Rallabl

Buggies,

Hortaa, Cinglf
Hacks.

Rat.

I

I

Hav Yet a Very Good Line of

lurrtys,

Call up 'Phone N.
when In neso
( Anythnlg In th
Llvsry Ulna
Drivers Furnish., fttisonahl

Ready for Invertment.

IpQvckoff.'Seqmana

SAVE YOUR ICE

and consequently your money by purchasing a refrigerator that Is built
scientifically and In the most modern
style. We can sell you the best one
on the market today and will guarantee it to give absolute satisfaction
or we'll take It off your hands.
You will obtain more refrigerator
comfort in a SITKA REFRIGERATOR
than from any other cold storage bor.
Saves ice, 'saves money, saves worry,
saves health and saves work. Booklet for the asking.

one-hal-

MEAL

jo does the ReminMpcralocI

re have added a fine line of Framed
Pictures, consisting of Carbonettes,
Pastels, Etchinga, from the art store
of Ullman & Co., New Vork. These
goods are attractive and offered at a
low price to introduce them. It cost
you nothing to look at them and bs
tour own iudge.
SUMMER SPECIALTIES,
We have a fuil ilne of Gold Meda
tamp supplies, consisting of folding
,:ots, tables and chairs. These folding
nuppiiea occupy no space and add
pleasure and comfort to your camp
life. Also, full line of tents and su.?
plies. Cull and see them.
FRUIT JARS.
We have a large stock of jars, all
sizes and ruhhera.

EXAMINE

AND

bouts, surreys, ana platform spring
wagons. You need not send east, as
we will give you eastern prices with
See line before purfreight added.
chasing.

To Our Furniture
Department

AND RANCHES

Properties must be large and
of established value.

lastelr iiaest.

Car of Old Hickory Wagons have
arrived, and are now on sale. If you
are in the market for a good wagon,
see tho Old Hickory and get our
prices. We have also buggies, road
wagons, steel and rubber tired runa

.

Timber Lands.
Grazing Lands,
Colonization Lands.
Mining Properties.

TuDewriler

OUR LEADER

am Diabetes

Coal Lands.

inrkeminaTon

m

Dright's Disease

post-offic-

e

5

Santa

tho first of September and with that
Idea In view purchased a large stock
of goods while In New York. Mr. Salmon is wondering now where he will
put all of the stuff when It comes as
his present quarters are already taxed
to their capacity.
Miss Victoriana Arinijo, whose long
fasting and prayers caused her to
become unconscious will probably die.
The girl Is still unable to sin-uand
she Is said to be gradually growing
weaker although food Is given her In
liquid shape. It, is feared that she Is
suffering from brain trouble which is
Incurable except by the most delicate
of surgical operations. She Is being
cared for by her aged and blind
mother at her home on Manhattan

PAQfi

CZ2AG. CLOOSOII.

I

N. M
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LATEST

STYLE

LAWNS

And All Other Summer Goods
and in order not to carry over for next season they will b sold from now
on at and below cot. Please call and look at them, no trouble to show
goods.

ADOLPH SELIGMAN.

fAue

si.

SANTA I'D NEW MEXICAN. SANTA EE. N. U.

8, 1906,

MINING NEWS

WANTS

CHARLES W. DUDROW

AUGUST

WEDNESDAY,

FROM KINGSTON

Special to the New Mexican.
Kingston, N. M., August 5, lfluti.
ALMOST
COMMON IN SUMMER AS IN WINTER.
The "Miner's Dream," the dream of
I
HOUSES TO RENT.
the pioneer prospector and miner of
Houses 10 rem, lease or for gale,
While the damp, cold, changing weather of
twenty-nvyears ago, mm at one
furnished or unfurnished, good loc
aid, KIVDS OF 1UIXDIXO MATE Hal,
I
Winter
intensifies the pains and other disagreeable
timo
the
most
of
dangerous
piece
tlous. Call on he reliable tlrra, Hughes
In the Black rango, held undor
Cord and Stov Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Slov
of Rheumatism, it is by no means a
& Delgudo.
Office wear, side of Plaza. ground
symptoms
guns in the hands of gun men has
disease
H
winter
a
CrDOII I AC
exclusively. Through the long
h.
of
the
actual
attention
again attracted
If you c tin not ntTord to pay for a and
of Summer its wandering pains and twitchmonths
miners.
reai
After
of
a
rest
twenty
and HAGAN
Part of the City:tolly paper, subscribe for the Weekly five years, unheard and unthought
ing nerves are felt by those in whose blood the uric
New Mexican Review
mid set the aDout it is now being worked again.
TRANSrRH aa tVTORAGB: We
KTMytklni Movable
which produces the disease, has accumulated.
cream of he week's doings, It Is n
The "Miner's Dream" mine is on the acid,
Phone
good paper to send lo your friends.
Santa Fe.
Rheumatism is a disease that involves the enBranch Oftct aad Yard at Orrlllua, If. M
west mineral belt, the base metal zone,
the lead, zinc girdle, Just cast of the tire
mm
MaMaMMSaUMaMMaHMnaM
system. Its primary cause results from the
U' you ha vii
anything to Hell, rent or primary core that has lifted tihe Black
exehaune use (he "Want" columns of range up and tilted the upper stratas failure of the eliminative organs, the Liver, Kidthe New Mexican.
of lime shale and porphyry sharply neys and Bowels, to carry out of tlie system the
to the east.
urea, or natural refuse matter. This coming in
SAN JUAN EXCURSION
The "Miner's Dream" was one of the contact with
the different acids of the body forms
TO SALT LAKE CITY. original claims sold to Charles Siedler,
acid
is taken up and absorbed by the
uric
which
1900.
a New York capitalist, in the- spring
August Kith,
Rate via Denver and Rio Grande of 1882, for the sum of one hundred blood. wThis acid causes fermentation of the blood,
Raton and Monrro Screened" Lump, per Ion
.")."()
he round trip ticket. On and thirty five thousand dollars. Later
$i'S.50, for
making it sour and unfit for properly nourishing
sale Ai.gust Mi. Klnal return limit it was jumped, and came near creatGood Coiiiiufi'C'ial Raton .Tut
.UK)
Last Summer I had a severe attack of Inflammathe body, and as this vital stream goes to every tory
unwar
1st.
men
Rheumatism In the knees, from whioh I was
ing
among forty armed
September
Screened l).iiiipti Lump, Triuidiul Smhhing, Kindling, Grite
til arrested and disarmed by
unable to leave my room for several months. I
nook and corner of the body, the poison is distribS. K. HOOPER, (', P. A.
two doctors and also tried differwas treated
nd Cord Wood. All order? receive prompt and careful attention.
Alexander M. Story and his deputies. uted to all
F. II. MeliRlDE, A (ft.
parts. The nervous system weakens ent kinds ofby liniments and medicines whloh
The trouble culminated in tiho arrest
seemed to relieve me from pain for awhile, but at
of the Justice of the Peae and the from lack of rich, pure blood, the skin becomes feA " ant ad" in (lie Npw
Mexican
the same time I was not any nearer getting well.
distown
of
constable.
The
the
and
verish
and
the
stomach
judge
swollen,
digestion are One day while reading a paper I saw an adverlivings save results.
OFff'E; Onrdeld Ave., Nmr A..T. H. K. Menoi. 'I'hono No.
trict court had to hold a special
the appetite fails and a general diseased tisementit. of S. S. S, for Rheumatism. I dooided
court at. Kingston, before affected,
to Rive a trial, which I did at onoe. After I had.
The New Mexican Bindery Is
of the entire system is the result.
condition
be
taken three bottles I felt, a great deal better, and
Mexican Review and get the pence among the belligerents could
secured. The claim then went into
Not only is Rheumatism the most painful of I continued to take It regularly until I was ensending In a number of orders.
tirely cured. I now feel better than I have for
court, Ihe case was tried and the title all
No. 49
with its swollen, stiff joints, throbbing years.
diseases,
UHA9. E, GILDERSLEEVE.
oi the original
locators sustained.
613 32nd Street, Newport News, Va.
and save money on your purchases. Our guarantee of
SUMMER TOURIST ftATES,
With the close of the trial the mine muscles and stinging nerves, but it is a formidable
Santa Fe to Denver, Colorado Sprlug.-.-an- and its rnme disappeared as com- and dangerous trouble.
If the uric acid is allowed
high quality and correct style will cost you nothing.
CATALOG
IS FREE. WRITE FOR IT TODAY.
Pueblo via the Denver k. Rio pletely as though It lhad been dropped to remain in the
the disease becomes chronic, chalky deposits form at the joints,
blood,and
Grande.
Tickeis on sale June isl to in mid ocean, and but a few of the preBROCK & FEAGANS,
and they are rendered immovable and stiff, and the patient left a helpless cripple for life.
Until limit October ;ilsi sent Inhabitants really know that there
"o,
September
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
FOURTH & BROADWAY
in ever was such a mine ns the "Miner's
aorih of
Stopovers allowed
Every clay the poison remains iu the system the disease gets a ficnier hold. The best time
...
t.i r
Bim-iinecuon. to Denver and re- Dream" in existence,, For twenty long to get rid of Rheumatism is in warm weather; because then the blood takes on new life and
turn $22.
To Pueblo anil return years it has been unheard of.
the skin is more active and can better assist iu tlie elimination of the poisons. With the
$17.fio.
To Colorado Springs mid 'retRecently strange miners, men that
urn ft
had never been In the district,
proper remedy to force the acid out of the blood, and at the same time build up and
It.
F. II. rd'HFiirm. Aueal.
They are evidently practithe Liver, Kidneys, Bowels and other organs of the body, Rheumatism can be pert
cal miners and prospectors, as after strengten
cured. External applications relieve the pain and temporarily reduce the inflammanently
weeks spent in looking over the district,
THE KITCHEN.
mation, and for this reason are desirable, but they cannot have any effect on the disease.
You could cat from the lion Ton they settled down upon the "Miner's
of dea
The blood is poisoned and the blood must be treated before a cure can be effected.
Hotel
kitchen
lloor.
Cleanliness Dream," js M. property worthy
McGlorin and Nelson
velopment.
conn is so much with all of us.
S. S. S., a remedy made from roots, herbs and barks, is the best treatment for Rheumaa bond air?
But the Ron Ton Hotel an1 Lunch Brothers have t.ecured
tism.
goes into the blood and attacks tlie disease at its head, and by neutralizing the acid
Counter management goes much fur-- lease upon this properly. They are
at. work cleaning out and
now
and
Iher than cleanliness.
driving it out, and building up the sour blood so it can supply nourishment and strength
the workings. They will take
Our aim is to serve our patrons with
to
every part of the body, it cures Rheumatism permanently. S. S. S. is tlie only safe cure
a car load of the lead, zinc ores
Ihe best food possible dainty, yet. sub- out
and ship same to the smelters In the for the disease; being purely vegetable, it will not injure the system in the least, as do
stantial.
Kansas gas belt as a test of the ore those medicines which contain Potash or some other mineral
To see that they live and sleep In
ingredieut. S. S. S. tones up
in sight. They do not propose to stop
cheerful, airy rooms.
of
the
body by its fine tonic properties.
every part
at this, but will sink and drift on the
To surround them by all that Is
While cleansing the blood of all poisons it builds up the
ore body. The mine proper
present
pleasant and refined.
is on the west siope of Kentucky moun
And they also have for use the hand"
appetite and digestion, soothes the excited nerves, reand only a snort distance from
tain,
Thin handsome solid vestilmled train runs through to New Orsome parlors, library, buffet and smokduces
all inflammation, relieves pain and completely
the "Bullion," "Superior,"
"Lady
leans, Shreveport and St Louis without change. Carries through
ing room.
cures Rheumatism in every form Muscular, InflammaFranklin, ' "Black Colt," "Comstock,"
The Bon Ton Is Just like a great Hg and other
sleepers Log Augeles to Chicago and intermediate points. Direct
properties that made the
tory, Articular or Sciatic. If you are worried with the
happy home.
connections made for all points North, Ea and Southeast.
mines of Kingston known in every
Yet all these luxuries and privileges
nagging pains of Rheumatism, do not wait for it to becenter in the United States.
are at your service at minimum rates. mining
come chronic, but begin the use of S. S. S. and purge
With the opening and the development of the "Miner's Dream," and the blood of every particle of the poison.
Write for our book on Rheumatism, and ask our
TAKE
FAST
CAUGHT WITH A HOOK.
NIGHT EXPRESS.
other claims nmv MnR wovk
nionR
for
advice
wish.
make no charge for either.
We
A
THE.
flue mess of speckled
physicians
TRAIN.
any
you
beam tea this same mineral fracture, Kingston
were received at. the Bon Ton from an can
THE
SWIFT
SPECIFIC COMPANY, ATLANTA, CA.
see
a
hone
tnP
of
,0
wii
nRan
old time friend who sent them to tbe new mineral
production, and along
TRAIN
manager that they may be served to; nearly the same lines as the original
SCHEDULE
the patrons of this popular place. Call discoveries, hut a different character Spates properties recently purchased
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Item o( Entente Thai Munnts Ip In
the Can of Blf Buildings.
The cost of having liouso or apartment windows of ordinary size cleaned
by professional window cleaners Is
about 10 cents a window. So a man
Jiving, say, In an apartment having
ten windows would pay $1 for having
his windows cleaned; If he had them
cleaned twice a month $2 and If once
a week 4 a month not a matter of
very serious moment.
But when It comes to big buildings,
with many windows, the window
cleaning question may easily be a very
different proposition. The most recently opened of the city's great modern hotels has about 3,500 windows.
Obviously if it cost 10 cents each to
have these windows cleaned the cost
of a Blngle denning of them would

OoliMillS' ITO l8lPH

I
41 I

The wealth of tho United States
cannot be estimated from any official
source, but at the observed ratio of
Increase noted in 1000 it cannot well
be less than $110,000,000,000 and Is
New
probably considerably greater.
York World.

The Motor Arini'buir.
Anybody who has had a good case
of seasickness must have felt that he
would welcome the electric chair as a
relief. Now an electric chair for seasickness has been tested on an English
channel steamer and an ocean liner.
You sit in a snug armchair. A motor
under the seat is connected with the
You sit and
ship's electric current.
take vibratory treatment. Up and down
and crosswise you are shaken. Most
sitters need but one treatment. Their
tendency to seasickness is vibrated out
of them. Some need a second sitting.
A few are seasick as soon as their
treatment ends.
It is a preventive,
mark you, not a cure. The theory is
that seasickness is essentially a nervous malady, and that vibration reduces
the nervousness. Certainly imagination
and expectation have much to do with
the disorder.
Blessings on the new
armchair if II can block quick coming
seasickness. But many believe and
many
Magazine.
doubt.-Everybo-

Tough Greenbacks.

A little incident showiug the genu-

1,000 business and residence lota,
nut with broad 80 and

w 2SiMC feet, laid

wide, with beautiful lake and public paik and grand old
shade trees; public school houpe, costing $lfi,000; church-

es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people;

sev-

eral large mercantile establishments ; the 3elen Patent Roll-

er Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery ; three hotels, restaurants, etc., Belcm is the largest shipping point

seven.

Mexico.

Its importance

as a great commercial

A

railroad

oiuiurnla ou Onr People and Our
Moileiu luvf ulioiiH.
You have in America a population of
81,000,000, more or less. According to
s
of these would
your claims,
be above the average.
What are the
facts?
Out of this enormous body yuu have
but 12,000 or 11,000 men and women
who have achieved enough intellectual
prominence to lift them above the average of all those, but a twelfth or fourteenth are women, so out of 81,000,000
of souls you have but 1,400 women
who have shown trains NiifhYient to
place them on a plane above tliecom
mon herd who live or die without be
ing hoard of. Of Ibis small group o
pseudo intelligent people nUwt
rourih live In Aew York, ami .Vv Kim
land produces the most.
:
In China we have OfHj.ooii.iiim
according to some estimates, and 10U
000,000 according to others, ami the
percentage of ultra intelligent men Is
fifty times as large as hi America. Our
principle Is education. True, It Is not
like your own, and some of your Illit
erate politicians appear verv strangely
educated to me. as in our country we
have had what Is virtually civil service
for ages and every officeholder keens
his position by virtue of his
having
passed a very severe classical eiamlna

Poor Mr. Archibald
Original.)

nine-tenth-

tion.
My ancestor

of particular note in
what would be 1,500 years ago was an
astronomer of distinguished parts, and
we have bud many of your aits and
sciences for ages.
Chinamen visited America 1,000 years
nerore Columbus was beard of. Your
native American Indians could trace
their ancestry back to far Cathay
thousands of years ago had they pre
served their annals, and so I might go
ou and speak all night, telling you of
the Inventions which fill your patent
office which were stoleu from China
the Yankee is famous for his cute- ness, but it does not stand investigation. When the nrst Yankee sea cap
tain entered China he wade a list of
all our inventions and appliances, and
when he returned to America he
began
to invent things and get them patent
ed. 1 have seen scores of patented nr
tides that have been known In China
for 2,000
Maga
years.-Metropo- litan

zine.

Thrift That Makes Wealth.

The publie debt of France is $0,000,-000,00all held at home. In addition
the French people own foreign securities to the stupendous aggregate of
$15,000,000,000, and it is further estl
mated that an equal amount Is placed
in home securities. These figures may
be exaggerated all but: those repre-

A Quaint Old Book.
A descendant of the ancient Babylonians, Mrs.. Annie Najarian of Nashua,
N. H., has In her
possession a book
written in the language of the race and
supposed by her to be dated many

Aa Unexpected Heqaest.
The German empress recently had a

somewhat disconcerting experience.
While staying at one of the imperial
hunting castles in Alsace she paid a
visit to a village school a few miles from
Strassburg. Before leaving she gave
the pupils the customary permission to
ask any request they pleased, with the
promise that she would grant it if In
her power to do so. Fully expecting
the favor would take the form of a
whole holiday or a supply of cakes,
she was not a little embarrassed when
one of the elder girls stood up and in
a somewhat trembling - voice asked
that the French language might be
taught in that school. Her majesty
looked thoughtful, but, realizing the
necessity of keeping her word, she
gave the required permission, to the
great delight of thejiupjls.
Snnff For the Common.
is not generally known, says the
London Express, that a generous country supplies members of the house of
commons with gratuitous snuff. "For-

It

merly," the Express says, "snuff was
described In the estimates as such, but
to ward off the objection aroused by
Improving habits the charge of 200 a
year was mixed up or covered In the
estimates as 'lamp oil.' "

The honeymoon was over for young
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city in the near future cannot bo estimated.

The
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One-thir-

for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New

senting the public debt but they Illustrate the virtue there is iu thrift, wkieli
is also a German usage. There is no
Rockefeller, no Carnegie, in France,
though there may be a lesser Bussell
Sage. The French people do not speculate; they save. They do not get rich
at a hop, skip and jump; they accumulate by slow degrees they economize.
The crime of crimes in rural France Is
waste, and France would subsist on
what America throws away. Within
the past yaar there have rotted on
American farms enough machinery and
utensils to supply agricultural France
the next quarter of a century. Washington Post.

The Trial, of an Editor.
a
Sergei Nicolaievitch Mendelson,
Busslan Journalist and political prisoner, lost both his arms and legs in an
accident at Odessa. With rare determination he learned to write by holding the penholder between his teeth.
Removing to St. Petersburg he started
an advanced radical newspaper. A
few months ago the paper was suppressed and the armless and legless
editor imprisoned. His utterly helpless condition left him absolutely at
the mercy of the brutal prison wardens. His punishment hag now been
commuted to close arrest In his own
fceua.
.

artel

streets, with alleys 20 feet

70-fo- ot

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
VII . , Located on Helen Git off of Santa Fe
R'y

liWil
11

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

Old Mexico.

HI

CVfl

a

N. M., kt the junc-

point Fast to Sin Francisco, Itoa Angele. El Paw

ineness and enduring quality of the
paper on which our greenbacks are
printed occurred up in the Maine
woods last winter. Three years ago a
lumberman who had been given a ten
dollar bill on his wage account lost the
money on his way home. One day In
January last, a friend found the bill in
an open field, where it had been dropped, still intact and easily recognizable
after having been drenched in the
rains, frozen by the snows and bleached in the sun for three years. Being restored to Its original .owner, the bill
was sent to the United States treasury,
where it was promptly redeemed In
new paper.-Lesl- ie's
Weeklv.

years before the Christian era. The
book Is 13 inches long, 8 inches wide
and 5 inches thick. The covers are
made of black walnut covered with
leather. The leaves of the book are not
of paper, but are made of some kind
of skin. The printing is hand work
and Is legible, The book Is believed to
be a history and combination dictionary
and grammar of the ancient

it

1

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque,

tion of the Main Line of the Santa Pe System leil.ir.g
East and Went from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and

If they were cleaned twice a month
at that cost the expense would be $700
a month, or $8,400 a year, and to clean
them once a week at 10 cents a window would cost annually $18,200.
As a matter of fact, the expense is
much less than that, but still the actual
cost of the work, done partly by contract and partly by the hotel's own labor, amounts to a sum that many a
man would be glad to have for a salary
or to have added to ills annual income.
The cleaning of the windows of this
great hotel from the ground floor up to
and including the parlor floor Is done
by contract by a window cleaning
concern. On the twenty floors above
the parlor floor the window cleaning
is douo by men employed on the several floors, a man on each looking after the windows ou that floor.
For its part of the work the window
cleaning concern sends eight men, and
the number of meu employed by the
hotel that work ou the windows on the
higher floors is twenty. Thus It takes
a considerable part of Hip time of
twenty-eigh- t
men to keep the windows
of the big hotel in order, and the annual cost of the work of this one simple item of window cleaning is here
about $0.500.-N- ew
York Sun.
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The Wrnltli of Notions.
The latest estlnmte of national
wealth by a competent authority was
recently given before the BritiBh income tax committee by Mr. Mallet,
one of the commissioners of inland
revenue. JJr. Mallet placed the national Income at $9,000,000,000 against the
$3,500,000,000 of Prussia. The capital
of the United Kingdom he estimated as
$42,500,000,000, which was double that
of France and four times that of Italy.
According to his estimate, the number
of persons possessed of fortunes of
over $200,000 was in the United Kingdom 30,000. in Trance in.000, in Prussia 11,000 and in Italy 1,500. An Englishman with an income of $5,000 pays
$250 income lax, a Prussian pays
$212.50 on $5,000 of unearned income
and $150 In the ense of earned in-

t j, v , itill.
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Tho Mexican Central has recently
t,Q sa,e
to New York and
return, going via the Mexican Centra!
to either Vera Cruz or
' Sl'NSHINE
Tamplco,
ROUTE, via RltfRANCE
thonce via ihe famous Ward Steam-fliLine to New York. The return
will be by rail over any line to El FAST PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE.
""
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLC
Paso. The entire trip, covering thousands of miles, Havana, Cuba, and Its
famous Moro Castle, Newport, and a
dozen of the largest cities of the United States, can be made for $122.50. A
more delightful trip can not be
r
planned, as
privileges are
allowed and the tickets are good for
one year from the date of sale. The
trip includes the City of Mexico, the
"Paris of America." Further information can be secured by addressing
A. Dulohery, Commercial
Agent, El
Paso, Texas, or W. D. Murdock, Assistant General Passenger Agent, City

Santa Fe Centra! Railway System.
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About noon the machine came puff
ing up to the house at lawbreaklng
speed. Mrs. Archibald would not wait
to be handed out and, rushing into tho
house, threw her arms wildly about
her husband.
"Forgive me, darling," she cried.
"Be careful of his hand" exclaimed
one of his masculine nurses. "We have
done the best we could for the poor
fellow since you were not here to nurse
him."
"I shall never forgive myself."
A few days later an automobile of
the latest pattern came, a belated wedding present from the friends who had
Caused the rupture, to Mrs. Archibald,
with a polite note saying that the givers intended It: to bring her speedily in
case she were absent when "poor Archie" needed her.
The injured man In a week's time
succeeded In getting away from his
wife to business, resolutely declining,
however, for a month to unbandage
his band. He might have left her for
uls old chums when he liked after that,
but her tender solicitude for him while
recovering from his wound weaned
him from them, and they were obliged
either to give him up or see him at his
hoiae.
WILLARD C. IRVING.

entering the most dangerous period for
married people-t- he
portal between romance and practical wedlock.
The
first ripple came one evening at dinner, when the husband announced that
he had an engagement in the city with
a party of his old cronies. The wife
said nothing, but her husband saw
that she was doing a great deal of
minting. He therefore spoke with all
Ibe Intonation of affection of which he
was capable, emphasizing the "dear"
and going around behind her and putting his armg about her. It was all of
of Mexico.
no avail. Had he not dreaded the
chaff of his bachelor friends he would
have broken the engagement and stayIf you cannot afford to pay for a
ed at home. As it was, he kissed his
daily paper, subscribe for the Weekly
wife several times, not eliciting the
New Mexican Review and get the
slightest response, and with much miscream of the week's doings, it Is o
giving went out.
good paper to send to your friends.
Mrs. Archibald had never before been
to
compelled
pass an evening alone. A
If you want, anything on
member of a large family, with hosts
earthtry
a New Mexican "ad."
of friends of her own age, her life had
been oue delightful holiday.
Now
among strangers, in a strange place,
sitting alone listening to the ticking The Moat Cnrlona Known Animal.
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
of the clock It ticked loud enough to
The most peculiar and remarkable
wake the dead a very natural revul- animal In the world is the Ornlthoryn-chusion came over her. Before her marparadoxus, the famed egg laying
MASONIC.
riage she had thought she would die mammal of Australia. It Is shaped like
without her lover. Now she thought an otter, has fur like a beaver, Is web
Montezuma Lodge No
she would die without her home and footed like a swam, has a bill like a
1, A. F. A A. M. Regn
all who were In It. It occurred to her duck and a tall like that of a fox. It
lar communication first
with sudden and overwhelming force is the only known fur covered creature
Monday of each month
that she had exchanged everything for that lays eggs. A corresponding oddat Maaonlo Hall at 7:30
nothing. No, for a life of loneliness. ity among feathered bipeds would be a
And her crown of sorrow was that aft bird that brought forth its young alive.
11. in.
er all the billing and cooing the man
II. F. STEPHRM3, w. U.
for whom she had made the sacrifice
Same Thins.
ALAN It. McCORD, Oecy.
would not give up the society of his
"Rimer takes himself very seriously,
oia cnums ror hers. She threw her doesn't he?"
tffinta Fe Chapter, No.
self on a sofa, buried her face In a pil
"Yes, Indeed."
I, R. A. M, Regular
"Most of his poetry is pathetic, Isn't
low ana moaned:
convocation 2nd Mon"Mother!"
it?"
day of each month at
The young husband had voluntarllv
"That's what he calls it, but the ediMaaonla Hall at 1: 80
told his wife that he would return by tors say It's pltlfu!."-Bos- ton
Adverthe 10 o'clock train, reaching home at tiser.
V. ra.
11. This necessitated his leaving bis
9. SPITZ, H. V.
friends by half past 9, and when he
Matrimonial Lnll In Korea.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secy.
Thousands of the most beautiful
proposed to do so there was a shout of
maidens of Korea are languishing In
derision.
Santa Fe Commanrtery No.
"She's got him under already!" cried splnsterhood owing to an edict of the
1, K. T. Regular conclave
one.
government. A year ago the crown
fourth Monday In each
"Come, old man," said another, "put prince became a widower, and he has
month at Masonic Hall at
up a good fight In the beginning and now decided to remarry. Government
:30 p. ni.
W. S. GRIFFIN, S. C.
you'll have an easy life. If you don't officials throughout the country have
V. II. KENNHDY, Recorder.
been Instructed to forward to Seoul
slavery Is yours forever."
And so Mr. Archibald, rallied by his the names and full descriptions of the
Santa Fe lorlge ot Perfection No. 1,
friends, put off his going from train most eligible maidens. Meanwhile in- 14th
degree, Ancient anil Accepted
no
to train till the last, which left at 12 structions have been issued that
Rite ot Scottish Free Masonry meets
midnight. But some one had borrowed young woman of the better class shall on the third
Saturday of each momt'a
his watch on pretense of doing a sleight be married until the crown prince has
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening In
of hand trick with it and had set it announced his choice.
Masonlo Hall, south aide of Plaza.
back. Therefore when Archie, as they
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Maaoni are
called him, rose to go there was a
At the Hotel.
cordially Invited to attend.
snout of laughter, and he was Informed
Mr. Verdant Let's try this here CHARLK9 FRANKLIN
KASLBY,82.
that the train had been gone ten min demitassy at the end of the proVenerable Master
utes.
us
some
gramme. Say, waiter, bring
PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sec.
All this puts Mr. Archibald's friends
demitassy. Mrs. Verdant Now, par,
lu a somewhat bad light.
But thev you promised me you wouldn't take
I. O, O. F.
were not so bad as they appeared. notion'
stronger'n tea or coffee.-B- alti
After badgering iholr victim for awhile more American.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, i O. O. F
they told him thai he needn't worry.
weeta every Thursday evening In Odd
One of them had uu automobile wait
Lost One Motor Car,
Fellow' Hall, San Francisco street,
log, and hey would nil see him home
VI siting brothers welcome.
to make sure his wife didn't abuse
him.
MAX KALTER, N. G.
Unfortunately they were a long
while getting away, and at 2 o'clock in
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
the morning, when they were spinning
over a road through a lonely wood,
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
there was a report, the automobile
turned, sldewlse against a telegraph
Santa Fe Ledge, No. 2, Knighti o!
pole, and the party was spilled in the
Pythias. Regular meeting every first
road. A tire had exploded. The only
and third Tuesday evenings at 8
Injury to any one of them was a
Cas'.le Hall temporarily with
o'clock,
scratch on Archie's hand.
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street.
It was 7 a. m. when the party rode
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
up to the Archibald domicile, and all
fraternal welcome.
alighted at his invitation for break
PAUL A. F. WALTHR, C. 0.
fast. Leaving them in the library, he
J. S. CANDELARIO, K. R. S.
mounted the stairs to find bis wife.
R. H. BOWLER, Maater of Finance,
She was not in her room, nor had her
bed been occupied. He rang for a
servant, who Informed him that Mrs.
8. P. O. E.
Archibald bad taken the 6 o'clock train
for her mother's home. Going downSanta Fe Lodt,e, No. 4S0, B. P. 0. .,
stairs, he excitedly announced to the
'lolrts Its regular session on the aecon
the
result
of
their escapade. The
party
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
news temporarily threw a damper over
Visiting brothers are Invited and welthem. Then some one proposed to take
NORMAN L. KING, 1. R.
come.
a
motor
"Seen
car
hill
down
the
any
Archibald to his wife's refuge, fifty
?"
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.
miles distant, and bring her back. But where, boy
"No, but I seen four rubber rings
one of the party, a widower, made a
an' a 'eap o' scrap iron." Tatler.
suggestion.
FRATERNAL UNION.
"It wouldn't do, fellows," he said, "to
Her Little Joke,
uui Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
go there without something to work She
found her lait year's bathlni ult
Union of America. Regular meetings
on. There nas been a terriDie automoWhile cleaning up her flat
first and third Mondays In each month
bile accident. Archie has been injured. And playfully remarked, "Thli year
I won t be seen In that."
at 8 o'clock p. m Odd Fellows' Hall,
Put him to bed. Two of us will stay
San Francisco itreet. Visiting Frat-ewith him while the rest go and break Her friend helrt up the
frail, wee thln- the news as delicately as possible to
welcome.
be seen, dear Lll,
"Un, you
In thut all right (a pause) at least,
his wife."
R. L. BACa, fraternal Matter.
of you will!"
The proposition was accepted. Archie
DAVID GONZALH3, Secy.
-- F, P. Pitter in New York Press.
was carred bg.iwo stoutjeilflWg Jo his
MAGGI1 O MONTOYA, Treat

GATEWAY.-

STEAMSHIP

TICWCT

stop-ove-

s

.

Conned! Ions at Torrance, New Mexico, with Fi Paso A Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa F
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railway. At Santa F
with the Denver
Rio Grande Railroad,
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight,
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island 4 Pacific Railway, via
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited,
W. H, ANDREWS,
3. B. GRIM3HAW,
Pres. and Gen, Mgr.
Asst. to Pre, and Gen, Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT,
Asst. Sec'y and Treat.
J. P. LYNC,
A. i.. QRiMSHAW,
City Freight and Pass. Agt.
Trav. Freight and Pat. Agt
General Offices, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Rubber Stamps
M-

-

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WHITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TlME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY SAVE
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
PRICE-LIS-

I

n

T

Stamp, not over 2J inches long
lie
Each additional line on eame stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2 and not over 3 J inches long. .SOc
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3 J and not over 5 inches long. . . .?Eo
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
Oue-lin- e
lo
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 28c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-ha-lf
inch in size, we charge
for one line for each one-ha-lf
inch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
tocal Dater, any town and date for ten years
,$1.00
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in
I0o
!
8Sc
Piegular line Dater
Defiance or Model Band Dater
$1.50
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.60
Pearl Check Protector
1,00
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
Iii2, 10c; 2x3J, 15c; 2ix3J, 25c; 2Jx41, 35c; 3x6, 50c;
One-lin- e

.....

4x7i,

FOR

Wo.

TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

fJEU FpiCAjU PRINTING

11

Three-auarte-

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

,

CO.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

SANTA FJ5 NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M

AGE EIGH

BAS,

GOCEIS,

WOMEN TO LEAD
ENCOURAGING STRIKE
RAIN AND FLOOD
LABOR PARADE
IN GOLDEN DISTRICT
IN TEXAS

BUTCH,ErS!

Girls Will March
Through the Streets on the Third
of September.

in Chicago

CARTWWGHDAVISCa
(No. 250 San Francisco Street,
(irocerv Telephone No. . Meat Market Telephone No. 49

UNDERPRICING.
"We are selling a number of Items
for less than their real value. No
limit as to quality except the extent
of our stocks which are large.
Wisconsin cream cheese, per lb l!c.
10 oz. cans Rocky Mountain Cream 5c.
bars Cudahy's Borax Naptha foap,
which is a white laundry soap of merit, for 25c. Ferndell toilet soap per
box 2flc. 8 bars EZ laundry soap for
25 cents.
11

City Soda Crackers

10c

Vneeda Biscuits
Uneeda .linger Wayfei's
Marshmallow Dainties

10c

Chicago, Aug. 8. Chicago working
girls will have an opportunity Labor
Day to voice their piolest against low
wages.
The Federation of Labor will arrange
to place 150,000 girls from the factories and workshops In the Labor
Day parade, In order to encourage
the working girls to lake part in the
the wives of union
demonstration,
men, the members of women's clubs
and residents of social settlements
will be invited to assist In making arfor the parade. They
rangements
will also be among the marchers.
The plans so far outlined are that
Miss Mary McDowell, of the Univerwill he
sity of Chicago settlement
grand marshal. Her aids will be
Gertrude Stetzle, vice president of the
Union Label League; Jennie Laugh-ridgof the Woman's Union Label
League; Agnes Nestor, of the glove- makers, and the officers of all other
unions composed entirely of working
girls.
was ever
No such demonstration
conceived anywhere by labor officials.
The women oi the city who have made
their life work uplifting of the girl
workers ars just as enthusiastic as 'the
girls themselves.
During the summer, noon hour mass
meetings of unorganized working girls
will be held in the factory districts.
The girls will he appealed to by prominent women speakers to take part
In tne parade. It is not necessary
that they should belong to a union to
become marchers in the ranks. The
labor officials and women who are endesire
gineering the demonstration
every girl to turn out Labor Day In order that the employers will know
there is an organized movement, to increase the minimum wage scale paid
to women and girls to $10 a week.
Another feature of the parade will
ho an exhibition of the articles made
by girls and the price they receive
for their work. As the floats upon
tnese articles are carried
which
through the streets will show the
prices paid for their manufacture, the
general public will be given an idea
of the small wages paid as compared
with price given for the articles. An
exposition will also be held at some
park after the parade. The articles
carried in the parade will be placed
in the exposition.
Miss Jane
Miss Mary McDowell.
Addams and many members of the
women's clubs have approved of the
idea advanced by the labor leaders
and will do their utmost, to make it a
success. They slate that their object
is to advance the general cause of
woman; to permit a public protest
against the unjust wages paid working
girls.
Three divisions of the parade will be
set aside for the working girls. They
will lead the procession. The union
men will aiso turn out in greater force
than for several years. The' women
marshals will ride horseback, but tne
girls will march afoot. The route of
the parade will bo short in order not
to tire the girls.

5c
10c

.

PIPE TOBACCO
The line of pipe tobaccos handled
The popular
by us is hard to equal.
sellers just now are Van Vibber, Imperial Cube cut, Quold, Continental
Cubes, Lone Jack, and Plaza Culu- r
We of course handle all the old favorites such as Seat of North Carolina,
Hull Durham, Duke's Mixture, Sweet
Caporal, etc.

PEACHES.
In addition to the town grown peaches we are receiving shipments of Bernalillo and Las Cruces peaches. The
PIPES.
season being much farther advenaed
A new shipment or pipes Just In.
in those localities' the offerings are of
fine quality some specimens weighing We have genuine amber mouth pieces
as much as 12 oz. each.
and genuine Franch briar bowls at
eacn. A num35c, 5uc, 75c, and
ber' of new style pipes at 35c and 50c.
FRESH VEGETABLES.
Some with duplex and triplex stems,
inner bowls,
Is some with removable
Our stock of fresh vegetables
at all times quite complete. Call on some in new shapes and all the old
us or telephone and we will be able .shapes aad styles that ;have prov-leto furnish your needs in this line.
desirable, Genuine amber bit
Kresh celery twice a week.
weichsel cigar holders, each 25c.

n

BISCUITS.
The National Biscuit Company i
now delivering, freight paid, all Its
package goods. This enables us to
make substantial reductions in prices.
Frotanas. Xewtons. Social Teas, Five
O'clock Teas, or Old Fashioned Sugar
10c
Cookies, per package

BUTTER.

Having had considerable trouble
wit'h our regular brands of butter we
have added the C'l.OVF"
BRAND which is coming forward in
fine condition, of excellent quality and
perfectly sweet, fresh and of delicate
flavor.

IFRASCISW

LEVI A. HUGHES.

uhlwauu.

HUGHES & DELGADO.

Estate
Insurance and Real
with small

capital and also
We have some choice property for the person
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let us show you our list of property.
:
:
:
:
Santa FeN.M.
Office West fide of Plaza,

W, N.

IF. AEERS.

TOWNSEND

"THE CLUB"
The old established line of poods formerly carried at
"Our Place" has been added to our stock. We buy our
goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute
purity. Elegant club rooms in connection. Side pntranoe
to Coronado Hotel.

AKERS

&

Many

TOWNSEND, Proprietors

BOY SHOOTS AND
KILLS HIMSELF
Alejandro Martinez Catches Trigger
of Shot Gun on Buggy With Fatal
Result.
News has been recerved of the tragic
death of Alejandro Martinez, who was
killed by the accidental discharge of
a snot gun in his own hands Sunday
afternoon, while out hunting on the
county road between El Paso and Isle
ta. The full charge entered his right
breast and death was instantaneous.
The remains of the unfortunate youth
who was twenty years old, have been
shipped for burial at Las Vegas.
The young man was a son of Felix
Martinez, a former well known rest
uent of New Mexico. Sunday after
noon in company with two compa
nions, one of whom was his younger
brother Alfonso, he set out on a hunt
ing trip to the vicinity of Isleta. The
three left the Martinez home about
noon and drove into Isleta. While returning home when within six miles
of El Paso they saw a rabbit scamper
across the road and Alejandro got out
to shoot the animal. In the act of
climbing into the vehicle a few min
utes later, dragging the gun after him
hy the muzzle, it suddenly discharged
and he dropped over dead. The trigger came in contact with some part of
the buggy, and the hammer fell with
the fatal result.
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Mercantile Stationery
tire

Of

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
Santa Fe,

:

:

HO FOR

New Moac

.

THE

BEST SPRINGS ON EARTH
Good Road via Espanola, N. M.,

ALL HOTEL ACCOPlODATIOJiS

SULPHUR SPIRNCS,

N. M.

The New Mexican Printing Com
pany has on hand a large supply of
writing tablets and scratch pads suitable for school children, lawyers, merchants and also for home use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
and cheaper if ordered in larger quau
tities. These tablets are made from
the odds and ends of the best paper
obtainable, and you are getting double
your money's worth when buying.
GIVE US A CALL AND EXAMINE
THEM.

J. W. MALETTE, MANAGER.

Gold Coin Claim Shows Remarkably
Rich Vein Active Camp to Be
Established Soon.
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 8. A. E.
Staatz, an expert who lias been examining the Gold Coin claim to the

Golden mining district at the Instance
of the Milwaukee lessees, was In the
According to statecity yesterday.
ments credited to lilm while here the
mine is a regular bonanza.
Mr. Staatz reported that the richest
part of the vein of gold ore assays
$200 per ton. He said that a tesit run
of a small portion of the ore yielded
a lump of the yellow stuff worth $2,000
and thrvt another similar test turned
out a button valued at $900.
The Milwaukee capitalists who re
cently leased the claim are said to
be contemplating the development of
the vein In the near future and the
mining camp promises to become a
scene of great activity very soon.
The strike of gold reported by Mr.
Staatz is one of the richest ever made
In the Golden field or In New Mexico.

MARKET

MONEY AND METALS.
New York, Aug. 8. Money on call

steady 2 1.303 per cent.
Prime mercantile paper
Silver 65
New York, Aug. 8. Lead and cop
per steady and unchanged.
St. Louis, Aug. 8. Spelter steady
5.90.

Chicago,
731-8-

;

GRAIN.
8.
Aug.
491-2-

313-8-

THE ORIGINAL
OLD : CURIO

;

;

Ird,

unchanged.
STOCK

MARKET.

Atchison 92
pfd. 1001-4- .
New York Central 1401-4- ,
Pennsylvania 1351-4- .
Southern Pacific 75
Union Pacific 15C; pfd. 94.
Amalgamated copper 102.
40
Steel
ex dividend
pfd.
105

LIVE STOCK.
,
Kansas City, Aug. 8, Cattle receipts
7,000 steady to strong. Native Steers
$4.
$C20: Southern Steers $2.75 ff?
$4.50; Southern Cows $2.
$3.25; Nat- ve Cows and Heifers $2.
$5.35:
Stackers and Feeders $2.25
$4.50;
Bulls $2. $3.75; Calves $2.50 fr$5.7.r;
Western fed Steer" $3.75
$; West
ern fed Cows (2. $4.25.
Sheep Receipts $4,000. Steady Muttons $4.
$5.40; Lambs $0
$7.C5;
Range wethers $4.25 5.75; fed ewes
$4
$5.25.
Chicago, Ills., Aug. 8. Cattle receipts 23,000 steady to 10 cents lower.
Beeves $3.75C50; Cows and Heifers
$1.25
5.20; Stackers
and Feeders
v2.50
4.25; Texans $3
4.75; Westerns $3.50 6.i,; Calves $4.75
G.50.
Sheep receipts 20,000 steady. Sheep
$3.25
7.90.
5.40; Lambs $4.85
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BUREAU

YEAR BEGINS SEPT. 3, 1906.
BROTHER E. LEWIS President.
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DENVER & ftIO GRANDE

4

'Scenic Line of tne World. tt

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE

TO
DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS

Etut and Wart.
Connection at Donvwr with ail lin
Tim a Quick and Rate at Low a Other Line.
PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on all Through Train.
No Tireomi Delay at Any Station.

tot

of InfonsmtlOB AddrrMi
Iltttrtd Adrertiirtnt Matter
or
T.

A., DENVER, C0LGRAD0,
S. K. HOOPER, 6. P. md
A. S BARNEY, T. P. A., SANTA FE, NEW MtXICO.
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gUBLISHERS

58

degrees
Temperature
degrees,

lit 6.00 a.

m.

today,

60

BINDERS

UNIVERSITY
.

.

of

. .

Celebrated Frey Patent
FLAT

:

OPENING

:

BLANK

BOOK.

:

OPENS MONDAY, AUGUST 20.
Commercial, Normal,
Preparatory,
Engineering, College, and
departments.
Complete faculty.
Seven buildings, Including two new
dormitories.
Beautiful campus and healthful surroundings.
For further information address.

Pres. W. G. Tight,
ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M,

OIDBM

A GOOD

MEXICO.

Chamberlain's

SQUARE

MEAL.

Makes a man feel at peace witn the
wLole world. You ca get It at tha
Bon Ton Hotel and Lunch Counter.

I

Colic, Cholera & Diarrhea Remedy
Almost ever family hat need
reliable remedy for colic or
of
clurrhet U tome tim during the

i
i

Opals and Turquois

OFE3STS

. .

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the

New Mexico,

of

In-

I

0

TjPTT

NOTES.

as follows:
Maximum temperature 81 degrees at
3:30 p. tn.
Minimum temperature 55 degrees at
4:45 a. m.
The mean temperature for the 24
hours was 68 degrees.
Mean relative humidity 47 per cent.
Precipitation a trace.
Lowest temperature during last, night

As-- 1

CURIOS AND CHIMAYO AND NAVA-HO INDIAN BLANKETS.

Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and
dian Curios in the United Stae,

FORTY-EIGHT-

Forecast for New Mexico.
Partly cloudy tonight and Thursday
with local thunder showers.
Yesterday the thermometer registered

301-30- 3

for the Best

THE

year.

J. S. CANDELARIO, PROP.
San Francisco St
We Arc Headquarter

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

I

?

: STORE

College
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Fort Worth, Tex., Aug. 8. According to advices received here, west central Texas was visited by torrential
rains, considerable damage was done
to crops and railway traffic was badly
crippled.' However, no casualties, so
far as known, have occurred, amd the
first reports sent out, It Is believed,
were greatly exaggerated.
Traffic on the Lampasas branch of
the Santa Fe system is suspended beSeveral bridges
cause of washouts.
were rendered unsafe, but none were
actually washed away.
At Brown wood, Pecan Bayou, which
flows into the Colorado river, rose so
rapidly that eom of the people living In the lowlands had to flee for
safety. There wore several narrow
escapes but no casualties. About six
miles of the track of the Santa Fe
have been washed out.
At Ballinger some damage was done
and the Concho river rose to a higher
stage than for years.
Canon City Reported Wiped Out.
Amat'illo, Texas, Aug. 8. B'rom the
Panhandle comes reports of an electrical stonii and news that Canon City,
a small town, was wiped out by a tornado that killed several people. Wires
are down in that direction and this report cannot be confirmed.
At Amarllla the family of a farmer
niamed Rlggs, residing
four miles
south of the town, were killed by
lightning.
It is impossible to get even an approximate of the crop damage, but
it is believed the loss will reach hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Heavy Losses of Cattle and Horses.
Dallas, Texas, Aug. 8. A special to
the News from San Angelo County
show that first reports of flood damThe
age were greatly exaggerated.
Colorado and Concho rivers are subsiding. Ranchmen have lost many
head of cattle, horses and sheep, and
in the Brookwood section crops on low
lands have been ruined.
Train Marooned on Island By Flood.
New Orleans, Aug. S. Special dispatches from San Angelo, on the Concho river, a tributary of the Colorado,
say: A train filled with prospectors
is isolated at a small station between
here and Ballinger, being unable to
proceed in either direction owing to
bridges and track having been washed out,
Hundreds of carcasses of live stock
have floated past here on the Concho.
Rock Island and 'Frisco Bridges Out.
Muskogee. I. T., Aug. 8. Six days
of rain have damaged crops and interrupted railway travel, fhe gorged
streams having washed out many
bridges. The Rock Island has lost
seventeen and the 'Frisco four, one of
the latter, being the North Canadian
bridge between here and Sapulpa.
The loss of this bridge will prevent
running of trains for several days.
No loss of life is reported.
Train Service Resumed In Flood District.
Fort Worth, Aug. 8. Reports received here today from Ballinger and
Brownwood In the flooded district say
that train service was resumed todav.
U.

Articles of Incorporation.
The following articles of Incorporation have been filed in the office of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
Hillsboro Mines and Reduction Company. Principal place of business
Hillsboro. New Mexico. Territorial
agent, Vincent. Kasser, at Hillsboro.
Capital stock, $1,000,000, divided into
one million shares of the par value of
$1
each. Commence business with
on
$000,000. Object, carrying
and
conducting a general mining, milling
and
business. Duration
smelting
fifty years. Incorporators, John Kasser, New York City; Frank I. Given,
H. A. Wolford, Hillsboro.
The Albuquerque and Cerrillos Coal
Company, Principal
place of business at Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Territorial agent, W, H. Vaughn, at
A.ouquerque. Capital stock $50,000.
divided into five hundred shares of the
par value of $100 each. Commence
business with $5,000. Object, dealing
in wool, lumber, fuel and mineral
lands as well as timber lands and
other real estate. Duration
fifty
years. Incorporators W. H. Hahn, G.
A. Kaseman, both of Albuquerque and
James Lamb of Madrid, New Mexico.
The New Mexico Midland Railway
Company has filed a certified copy of
the resolutions passed at a recent
meeting of the stockholders to the
effect that the capital stock as fixed
in the articles of incorporation Is more
than actually required for constructand maining, equipping, operating
taining its road, and requesting that
the total authorized capitalization be
'.educed to 150,000.
Notaries Public Appointed.
Governor Hagerman today appointed
the following notaries public: J. M.
Shearfor, Tusas, Rio Arriba County1,
Albino Baca, Las Vegas, San Miguel
County.

You'll Have to Hurry!

'..

Sept.

Dec. 451-4- .
Dec. 321-2- .
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Pork, Sept. $10.95; Jan. $14.05.
Oct. $8.88.
Sept. $8,771-2- ;
Oct. $8,851-Ribs, Sept. $9.15;
$8.90.
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 8. Wool steady

sITA

4

Wheat,

Dec. 75

Corn, Sept,
Oats, Sept.

iORETTO
A lady just from Mexico arrived In
Santa Fe yesterday with a beautiful
assortment of Mexican drawn work.
She needed money and we bought all
she had. Come quick and get the
first pick.

REPORT,

First Reports Were Exaggerated-ToReported Wiped Out-C- attle
and Horses Lost.

St Michael's

8, 1906.

SEPT EMBB R, 6, 1906.

J. M.

DIAZ, M. D.

202 Water Street.

Office
to

S

.

Telephone No. 30.

Bcure :

in., except Wednesday

Thil remedy it recommended
by dealers who have sold it tar
many yean and know hi value.
It hat received theuunds of

1

testimonials from grateful people.
It has been prescribed by phy
(kiani with the most latufactory
results.
It has often saved life before
medicine could have been sent for
et physician summoned.
It only costs a quarter.
Cm
mi afford to risk so much for te

First class accommodations for
limited number of patients.

le?

BUY IT NOW.

p.

ard Sunday.

PRIVATE HOSPITAL
.

New operating rooms completely
equipped with modern Instru-

ments. Faradlc, galvanic
and static electricity.
and Radiographic work.
Violet Rays, Phototherapy,
Ozone Generator, Etc.

